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ABSTRACT

Cracker Barrel Old Country Store® is a chain restaurant and gift shop with its origins in
the South. Formed in 1969 in Lebanon, Tennessee, its success story is one that has much to do
with how the company has decided to market and advertise itself along regional lines. This thesis
explores the regional elements in Cracker Barrel’s language, products, and reputation. It focuses
on the company’s geographic origins, its history and company lore, and the impact of imitating a
historically segregated space (the “old country store”). In addition to that, an integral part of this
thesis is the role of the researcher in exploring these elements.
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Cracker Barrel’s Culture: Exporting the South on America’s Interstate Exits
Introduction
“At Cracker Barrel Old Country Store®, it's always been about pleasing people®.”
-Cracker Barrel, “About Us”1
I decided to write about Cracker Barrel Old Country Store® (hereafter referred to as
Cracker Barrel) one night as I was driving back from Memphis with a friend. I don’t remember
what sparked the comment, but he mentioned that one often sees elderly people rocking in the
chairs in front of Cracker Barrel, despite it being a relatively new chain restaurant. His
observation struck me as profound. What does it take for people to embrace, in lieu of an original
experience, an environment and products that are mass-produced?2 To what extent do Cracker
Barrel customers believe in Cracker Barrel as being an “old country store,” as its name and
marketing suggest? Why would a company’s delivery of said environment even be relevant to a
population too young and too removed to have experienced a rural country store firsthand? And,
given that Cracker Barrel originated in the South, what might regional values have to do with all
of this? These questions struck me as worth writing about, and thus my thesis topic was born.
After deciding to write about Cracker Barrel, then came the burdensome task of telling
people that I was writing about Cracker Barrel. Within the Southern Studies department, this was
easy, even fun. Rarely, if ever, did I feel as though I had to convince colleagues and faculty
members of the value of studying a southern chain restaurant. I was encouraged and stimulated,
and gathered inspiration from the conversations I had within the department.
Cracker Barrel, About Us, CBOCS Properties, Inc, http://www.crackerbarrel.com/about-us/ (accessed April 2,
2012).
2 I have taken pains to remove the word authentic, and its variations, almost entirely from this thesis, though the
temptation to lapse into using it has been strong. Cracker Barrel uses the word to describe its food, décor, and the
traditions it strives to uphold, but because the word is hard to define (what makes any experience authentic?), I have
written around it.
1
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The fact remains, however, that I have spent much of the past year researching a chain
restaurant, and that sounds silly to many people. And sometimes people would let me know that.
When I first began my research, I participated in conversation threads on various online message
boards, asking contributors broad questions about Cracker Barrel and hoping I would receive a
range of thoughtful and stimulating responses. As it turns out, Internet forums are not the place
for research, and I was thrown to the virtual wolves whenever I attempted to explain to these
strangers what it was I was researching. The general consensus among these nay-sayers was that
to do so-called “research” on a chain restaurant was silly and unimportant, and a waste of my
time and my university’s money, and that maybe I should go and get a “real job,” and contribute
to the economy, and so on and so forth.
It is a strange sensation, to have one’s feelings hurt by strangers on online message
boards, and I immediately sought solace in the work of not only my fellow graduate students but
in the texts we had been reading for our classes. Happily, this bolstered my sense of purpose. We
had read about such varied topics as Bessie Smith, Alan Lomax, Colonial Williamsburg, the
United Daughters of the Confederacy, and disaster tourism. The list never ends. I could
especially relate to the foodways texts I had read: books entirely about chicken, or barbecue, or
the culinary traditions of Jewish families and cooks in the South – books that took seemingly
everyday incidents and objects and made them the focus of successful studies. Since then, I have
had no more bouts of scholarly self-doubt. I have been driven by a constant (and relevant to my
work) appearance of Cracker Barrel in the news, as well as the sheer amount of information I
have discovered by turning over this cultural rock. It is my goal, with this thesis, not only to look
closely at a particular restaurant chain, but to consider the cultural import of modern spaces that
are often overlooked for no other reason than that they are, seemingly, uniform.
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In spring 2011, Cracker Barrel spokeswoman Julie Davis relayed a story to me about a
tentative, first-time diner at a Cracker Barrel in an undisclosed location somewhere north of the
Mason-Dixon line: when asked if he wanted grits with his breakfast, he replied, “Sure, I’ll try
one.”3
One wonders if the story is true, or simply Cracker Barrel lore. It is, after all, a charming
anecdote relaying the endearing naiveté of a regionally ignorant customer, one that stresses the
unique experience and cuisine, provided by Cracker Barrel, of the South (albeit in a non-southern
location). In other words, it could serve as a useful and, through the use of a narrative story,
powerful marketing tool. Whatever the case, the story is significant of one thing: Cracker Barrel
operates on a reputation built on its southern origins. Its advertising and marketing – consistent
throughout the nation, whether in Maine or in Mississippi, Davis insisted – stresses its so-called
rural roots, its emphasis on “values” and “heritage” and, well, cracker barrels.4 Marketing aside,
its menu offers southern food, and in addition to a grit, one can order turnip greens, fried okra,
pork barbecue, and wash it down with iced tea – which can be ordered sweetened, all over the
country, without risk of misunderstanding.
One of the company’s most recent locations opened in December 2010 in Portland,
Maine. It is now Cracker Barrel’s northernmost location, and, remarkably, its 597th. The
restaurant struck Portland residents as a novelty, as evidenced in an article written by an
Associated Press reporter upon its opening:
Decorated with antiques, rocking chairs and checkerboards, the restaurant presents a
3

Julie Davis, telephone interview by author, April 8, 2011.
According to the company press kit, this is a “barrel full of saltine crackers” around which “folks gathered…to
visit with friends and trade some common sense wisdom.”
4
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familiar face to New Englanders who’ve traveled through Florida and other parts of the
South where Cracker Barrels are a highway fixture. And they’ve developed a loyal
following, even far north of the Mason-Dixon line.
The Portland store’s manager, J.R. Rivet, was quoted as saying:
Sometimes everything is going so fast out in the world. You’ve got texting. You’ve got email on your phone. You come to a Cracker Barrel and you look around – it’s the way
things were. You look at the phone on the wall, it has a handcrank. You have no choice
but to kind of settle down.5
Never mind that Cracker Barrels are not just a “highway fixture” in the South, and never mind
that that phone on the wall with the handcrank is there for purely décor purposes. It doesn’t
matter. The ambience Cracker Barrel creates at interstate exits across the country is indeed one
that has come to inform customers of southern characteristics and, as Rivet put it, “the way
things were.”6 That ambience, and its harkening back to times past, are by association linked to
ideas of the countryside and, to take things a step further, ideas of the South. While in a Cracker
Barrel, customers might automatically link turnip greens to phones with handcranks, grits to
rocking chairs, fried okra to slowing down and settling down. Indeed, Cracker Barrel markets the
ideas of “rural,” “southern,” and “old-fashioned” interchangeably. When asked how such ideals
embodied by an old country store were still relevant to a generation increasingly removed from
them (in fact, young enough to always have been removed from them), Davis said that the “core
things” that Cracker Barrel offered “go from generation to generation”: things like a home away
from home, and a “happy place” to come to. She also remarked that having a family meal is a
phenomenon that “seems to be rare in America” – and something that Cracker Barrel claims to

5

David Sharp, “Cracker Barrel Brings Down-Home Cookin’ to Maine,” The Portland Press Herald, December 21,
2010, http://www.pressherald.com/news/maine-Cracker-Barrel-south-portland-country.html (accessed February 29,
2012).
6 There will be, throughout this thesis, much mention of the Interstate highway, as most Cracker Barrels are located
along exit ramps. When I write “interstate,” I refer to the Dwight D. Eisenhower National System of Interstate and
Defense Highways, not simply to an interstate road. When I want to specify otherwise, I will do so.
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offer.7 In short, by embracing the “family meal,” Cracker Barrel has perpetuated the idea that
traditional, family values are a thing not only of the past, but also of rural areas. With the
increasing urbanization of much of America, the family meal (and its associations) has taken on
these historical and geographical characteristics. It has perhaps even been given certain regional
distinctions, a point to consider given Cracker Barrel’s southern origins.
Cracker Barrel’s “humble origins” go back to Lebanon, Tennessee, the county seat of
Wilson County and now an exurb of Nashville.8 According to company lore, Cracker Barrel
founder Dan Evins was working as a Shell Oil jobber when the idea for a country store came to
him, largely as a result of all the driving he was doing. He wanted to create a business for
travelers, a place for families to get gas, eat well, and rest. He decided to imbue his store “with
the atmosphere of the old country stores he remembered as a child,” and so, in 1969, Cracker
Barrel was born. It was created with travelers in mind and has never been an old country store
any more than Wal-Mart has remained a local five-and-dime. Unlike Wal-Mart, however,
Cracker Barrel remains focused on its origins – indeed, is heavily reliant upon them for its
success.
While there are Cracker Barrels all over the country, it is true that they are more of a
“highway fixture” in the South: there are 29 in Alabama, 11 in Arkansas, 42 in Georgia, 33 in
Kentucky, 10 in Louisiana, 11 in Mississippi, 36 in North Carolina, 24 in South Carolina, 50 in
Tennessee, 46 in Texas, 31 in Virginia, and 10 in West Virginia. That means that just under twothirds of all Cracker Barrels (391) lie within the states that are typically recognized as
comprising the South. There are currently more Cracker Barrel locations in Florida than in any
Julie Davis, telephone interview by author, April 8, 2011.
Unless otherwise noted, all information on Cracker Barrel’s history (including any quotations) comes from
material produced by the company, such as the company website at www.crackerbarrel.com or the Cracker Barrel
press kit available to order from the website.
7
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other state – fifty-eight restaurants as of spring 2012 – so anybody traveling through Florida, as
that Associated Press story from Maine mentioned, would be hard-pressed not to encounter the
towering interstate-side sign with the Cracker Barrel logo (a large barrel with an elderly white
smiling man in overalls sitting next to it) beckoning. The remaining third of Cracker Barrels
(208) are spaced through the rest of the United States and mostly in the Midwest, with Ohio (31),
Indiana (28), and Illinois (23) leading the pack.9 The American West is Cracker Barrel’s
remaining frontier. There are none in California, Washington, Oregon, Nevada, or Wyoming (the
three remaining states that suffer from a dearth of Cracker Barrels are Hawaii, Alaska, and
Vermont). In general, they are dotted sparingly across the region, with the westernmost location
in Yuma, Arizona. That, however, will change soon, according to Davis, who told me it was
“just a matter of time” before the company started expanding more in that direction.10
It is the nature of that expansion, both past and present, that this thesis addresses. I focus
on the growth of Cracker Barrel, specifically how the company marketed (and continues to
market) its rural, southern origins in order to grow. Despite that growth, according to the
company’s website, www.crackerbarrel.com, “the important things have all stayed pretty much
the same.” Those “important things” are elements largely based on the store’s supposed rural
roots: food cooked from scratch, a neighborly attitude towards diners, and items of “genuine
value” sold at the Cracker Barrel gift shop. These are all elements that Cracker Barrel uses to
distinguish itself from other interstate exit establishments.
My first chapter provides an overview of Cracker Barrel’s operations, including its
origins and history as well as my experiences exploring Lebanon, Tennessee, its hometown. It
I gathered these numbers by counting the locations listed under each state on the company’s website at “Browse
Locations,” http://crackerbarrel.com/locations-and-hours/browse-locations/, and as of March 2012, they add up to
599. However, Cracker Barrel spokesperson Jeanne Ludington said there were 613 locations in 42 states as of March
5, 2012, meaning the website simply hasn’t been updated.
10 Davis, interview.
9
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situates the company within the context of roadside tourism in the South and briefly discusses
the role of the interstate in Cracker Barrel’s success. It also discusses the expansion of the
interstate system in America and the South, particularly how it has affected foodways and
created, in the case of Cracker Barrel, a business opportunity that capitalizes on a rural-urban
paradox. This chapter also explores the idea that while the interstate led to a homogenization of
sorts, increased road travel in mid-century America led in some cases to a stronger trend of
regional marketing. It suggests that Cracker Barrel is a classic example of how a combination of
roadside culture and regional advertising has manifested itself, post-World War Two, within the
confines of one company, and across the country.
Chapter two addresses the language and marketing of the company, including its
advertising, its menu, its website and general online presence, and my own experiences trying to
garner information from the Cracker Barrel corporation. It explains what ideals the company
seeks to project and how those ideals are displayed in Cracker Barrel’s corporate headquarters as
well as its individual locations. This discussion leads into a broader look at the performance of
southern identity. As a company that started in the South but dramatically expanded outwards,
how has Cracker Barrel tweaked its southern image to appeal to a nationwide customer base?
How is the nostalgia linked to “an old country store” even relevant to customers now? How is
the nostalgia of a country store linked to southern nostalgia?
Chapter three discusses historical memory and how it has affected Cracker Barrel’s
image as an old country store. What are the implications of imitating a historical space that has
roots in the segregated South? It also addresses public perception of Cracker Barrel, both as a
“down-home” place for diners yet also as a place unwelcoming to some minorities. It takes into
account the series of discrimination allegations that have been leveled against the company, and

7

the company’s reaction to those allegations. It also considers the lingering negative reputation of
Cracker Barrel, and explores if it is linked at all to the fact that it is a company from the South.
There are other southern roadside eateries worth researching, such as Waffle House, and
Stuckey’s, which in many ways laid the groundwork for Cracker Barrel. I want to use Cracker
Barrel, however, as a narrative thread with which I can connect broader issues concerning foodfocused southern roadside culture, and how it has been both introduced to and exported from the
South.
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Chapter One
Cracker Barrel’s Story and the Importance of Narrative and Place
Some companies pride themselves on long-winded and complicated mission statements,
but that’s just not our way. In fact, since the very first Cracker Barrel Old Country
Store® opened back in 1969 in Lebanon, Tennessee, we’ve kept things pretty simple. The
way we see it, our mission is Pleasing People®. Nothing more. Nothing less.
- “Cracker Barrel, “Our Mission”11

It is hard to imagine the interstate without its amenities. It is hard to imagine taking a
road trip without the miniature perk of browsing gas station candy aisles, or zipping through a
fast-food drive-thru for drip coffee, or opening the door to whatever appalling bathroom awaits.
In going on a road trip, there is both the thrill of the unpredictable and the drone of the
predictable, and each takes its turn being comforting: while it is fun to escape from one’s home,
it’s always rather nice to know the experience won’t be totally unfamiliar.
Cracker Barrel is one of those interstate establishments that contributes to a driver’s sense
of familiarity by tapping into a vague sense of nostalgia and stressing its comfortable, “downhome” atmosphere. Founded in Lebanon, Tennessee in 1969, it was founded by Dan Evins, a
former Marine who was at the time working as an oil jobber for his family’s Lebanon-based
business, Consolidated Oil.12 But gasoline isn’t all the Evins family is known for in Lebanon. In
fact, the name Evins is a big one in the state of Tennessee. Driving in DeKalb County, which
borders Lebanon’s Wilson County, there is Edgar Evins State Park, named after Dan Evins’s
11

Cracker Barrel Newsroom, “Our Mission,” Cracker Barrel,
http://crackerbarrel.tekgroupweb.com/article_display.cfm?article_id=3040 (accessed February 29, 2012).
12
Cracker Barrel Newsroom, “Cracker Barrel History,” Cracker Barrel,
http://crackerbarrel.tekgroupweb.com/article_display.cfm?article_id=3039 (accessed February 29, 2012) and Bill
Carlino, “Dan W. Evins: Barreling Toward the Top,” Nation’s Restaurant News, September 20, 1993,
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m3190/is_n37_v27/ai_14418429/?tag=content;col1 (accessed February 29,
2012).
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grandfather, a businessman who served as a Tennessee state senator in the 1940s. Not far from
that, in Cookeville, Tennessee, there is the Joe L. Evins Appalachian Center for Craft, named
after Dan Evins’s uncle, who was an attorney and served fifteen terms as a United States
Representative.13 Thus the younger Evins had a family tradition of prolific local success and
political leadership.
Working for an oil company in the 1960s, Evins would have found it impossible not to
take interest in the construction of Interstate 40 through his small hometown. According to
Cracker Barrel’s history, he was inspired to create a business based on the traffic of the
interstate, and purposely wanted to avoid being one of the many fast-food chains that were
becoming the norm at interstate exits. He based Cracker Barrel’s design on the classic old
country stores he remembered from his childhood in rural Tennessee, his goal to provide drivers
a place to shop as well as eat and fuel up. The first Cracker Barrels sold gasoline, but this
practice stopped in the mid-1970s due to the oil embargo. As the narrative goes, he wanted to
provide a service for customers that tapped into their sense of nostalgia, and allowed them to feel
as though they were experiencing “the real flavor of America.” That “real” experience is one
that, according to the company’s website, Evins thought was becoming increasingly rare along
the interstate. Thus, he focused his business on tradition. The food Cracker Barrel provided had
to be made from scratch; the goods it sold had to be high-quality.14 This distinction as a place
unlike other fast, impersonal interstate stops remains in effect forty years later.
His first location was a success, and Evins moved forward with his business. He
incorporated Cracker Barrel and opened the second store in Manchester, Tennessee, in 1970. By
13

“EVINS, Joseph Landon,” Biographical Directory of the United States Congress,
http://bioguide.congress.gov/scripts/biodisplay.pl?index=E000273 (accessed February 29, 2012). Also see “A
History of Evins Mill,” The Inn at Evins Mill, http://evinsmill.com/index.php/history (accessed February 29, 2012).
14
This is Cracker Barrel’s history purely according to its website; see Cracker Barrel, “Heritage & History,”
CBOCS Properties Inc., 2011, http://crackerbarrel.com/about-us/heritage-and-history/ (accessed February 29, 2012).
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1977, there were thirteen locations in Tennessee and Georgia. The company grew steadily, albeit
relatively slowly (compared to its future), during the 1980s, and between 1980 and 1990, eightyfour new stores opened. The company’s stock went public in 1981, and by the end of July 1996
there were 260 Cracker Barrels. The following eight years saw that number nearly double, and in
May 2004 the company opened its 500th location in O’Fallon, Missouri.15 At present, there are
over 600 locations in forty-two states, with more openings always looming on the horizon. While
it seems things have slowed down for the company, relative to its prodigious expansion between
1996 and 2004, the company’s growth still is remarkable. On Cracker Barrel’s website there are,
as of February 2012, five new stores scheduled to open by July.16
Dan Evins’s business approach was, and still is, a hit. Nearly forty-three years after its
founding, Cracker Barrel employs about 67,000 people nationwide. Each unit serves roughly
6,700 people a week, netting $4.06 million in annual sales.17 In addition, market analysts now
use the company as a benchmark for how domestic stocks are going to behave.18 It has become a
major corporation, and Cracker Barrel billboards have become a familiar sign to interstate
drivers across most of the country. 19 What, then, is so special about this “old country store” from
Lebanon, Tennessee?
Cracker Barrel’s Narrative
Just as many large companies can locate their origins in a surprisingly genuine and
15

Cracker Barrel, “The History of Cracker Barrel Old Country Store,” CBOCS Inc., 2010. Printed on recreation of
original Cracker Barrel menu.
16
Cracker Barrel Newsroom, “New Store Openings,” Cracker Barrel,
http://newsroom.crackerbarrel.com/section_display.cfm?section_id=119 (accessed February 29, 2012).
17
Glenn M. Sides, “Cracker Barrel Hopes to Open in July,” The Pilot, January 25, 2011,
http://www.thepilot.com/news/2011/jan/25/cracker-barrel-hopes-open-july/?print (accessed February 29, 2012) and
Cracker Barrel spokesperson Jeanne Ludington, email message with author, March 5, 2012.
18 Gregg Greenberg, “Fund Manager Says Rally Has Just Begun,” The Street, August 12, 2011,
http://www.thestreet.com/story/11192371/1/fund-manager-says-rally-has-just-begun.html (accessed March 9, 2012).
19
See: Cracker Barrel Newsroom, “Recent Awards and Recognition,” Cracker Barrel,
http://newsroom.crackerbarrel.com/images/9034/AwardsRecognitionJan12(1).pdf (accessed April 3, 2012).
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marketable story, so Cracker Barrel has its own allegedly real origins narrative. More than other
companies, perhaps, Cracker Barrel touts its own story, often using it as a tool to remind
customers that it is indeed connected to the “simpler times” it emulates in its 600-plus locations.
In Cracker Barrel’s case, that story comes across in just about everything the company does,
from the food it serves to the decorations it hangs on its walls to the simple messages on its
billboards. This story’s strength is in the language with which it is told, which is suggestive of an
oral storytelling tradition.
This narrative is available in a variety of places, but is most accessible online. Cracker
Barrel’s official website has a wealth of information on its history and lore. It is a handsome and
easily navigable site, with most of its store narrative under the “Heritage and History” section.
The website tells the company story in an amiable voice, speaking of founder Dan Evins as a
man concerned with providing decent service to drivers on the then-young interstate system.
“Truth is, Dan always saw mealtime as special – a time to catch up with your family, your
friends, and your thoughts,” it reads, going on to describe Evins’s own desire to eat a hearty meal
and buy “things like big jars of candy and homemade jellies” in the same place.20 Evins is
portrayed as nostalgic for his childhood experiences with the old country stores of small
communities in rural Tennessee, and the language of the story reads simply, at times so much so
that it is like reading a storybook: Dan “began to think,” “What Dan had in mind,” “Dan
figured.” The online history also relays one of Evins’s favorite stories, one that he evidently
enjoyed telling:
One of Dan’s stories was to tell how, at the beginning of the suppers he remembered
from childhood, his mother would let the family know they could start eating by pointing
to the wide variety of country vegetables spread out across the table and saying, “Well,
there’s the crop.”21
20
21

Cracker Barrel Newsroom, “Cracker Barrel History.”
Cracker Barrel Newsroom, “Cracker Barrel History.”
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Corporate spokespeople for Cracker Barrel are quick to point out the company’s
connection to a real-life past. In a December 2011 article about a Cracker Barrel opening in
Williamsport, Pennsylvania, spokeswoman Julie Davis was quoted as saying, “What’s
interesting about the menu these days is there’s the traditional fare…Breakfast is one of our most
popular meals. There’s Uncle Herschel’s Favorite, named after the founder’s real life uncle.”22
Davis’s mention of this family tie underscores the company’s tendency to anchor its tradition in
“real life.” That real life connection also extends to Larry Singleton, who, as manager of Cracker
Barrel’s décor warehouse, is in charge of the items that adorn Cracker Barrels. Singleton
inherited the job from his parents, who were, at the time Cracker Barrel was founded, Evins’s inlaws. They ran an antique shop in Lebanon and did not just decorate the first Cracker Barrels;
they sold their antiques there, too.23 Cracker Barrel stresses the fact that the job has been kept in
the family on the company’s website as well as in news features about Singleton.24
This narrative, so readily available in Cracker Barrel’s marketing, is valuable to the
company for a number of reasons. Primarily, it links the company to a history that is indisputably
real. Dan Evins was a real person, living until very recently, and while he stopped acting as the
company’s CEO in 2001, he was involved with the company as Chairman Emeritus until his
death in 2012.25 He founded Cracker Barrel in a real place, a small place, where the headquarters
are still located. Secondly, the narrative justifies the continued theme of the “old country store”

22

Alyssa Murphy, “New Cracker Barrel will open Monday,” The Sun Gazette,” October 29, 2011,
http://www.sungazette.com/page/content.detail/id/570348/New-Cracker-Barrel-will-open-Monday.html?nav=5011
(accessed February 29, 2012).
23
Evalena Bennett, telephone conversation with author, March 21, 2012.
24
Beth Haynes, “The Secret Behind Cracker Barrel’s Country Store Charm,” WBIR-TV 10,
http://www.wbir.com/news/article/205945/8/The-secret-behind-Cracker-Barrels-country-store-charm- (accessed
February 23, 2012) and Cracker Barrel, “Meet Larry Singleton,” CBOCS Properties, Inc.,
http://www.crackerbarrel.com/store/explore-our-decor/meet-larry-singleton/ (accessed February 29, 2012).
25
Eric Snyder, “Cracker Barrel CEO: Success Comes From Ignoring Discount Mania,”
http://www.jeffdmiller.com/cracker-barrel-ceo-success-comes-from-ignorin (accessed February 29, 2012).
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atmosphere. While Cracker Barrel never really was an old country store, it has always imitated
one, and it is based on a genuine memory and vision of what an old country store should be.
Thus, Cracker Barrel’s day-to-day operation remains true to “real life” in its geographical origins
(of the small town of Lebanon) and its mission (which belonged to one, real-life man).
∗
There is not a Cracker Barrel in Oxford, Mississippi, where I live. Oxford is not located
near an interstate, merely at the intersection of two state highways, and for that reason, there will
likely never be one in this college town. The closest Cracker Barrel is twenty-four miles away, in
Batesville, just off Interstate 55. Immediately west of Batesville the infamously poor Mississippi
Delta stretches toward the Mississippi River. Historian James C. Cobb was standing in
Batesville’s neighboring town, Marks, twenty miles away, when he famously declared the Delta
“the most Southern place on Earth,” and it was from this area that Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
started his “Poor People’s Campaign” in 1968.26 Batesville is a small town, perhaps best known
to drivers as the place to catch the interstate exit that leads to Oxford, and likely perceived by
anyone traversing Mississippi north-south as simply another interstate exit, indistinguishable
from so many others.
Those drivers wouldn’t necessarily be wrong. The Cracker Barrel in Batesville looks, of
course, like every other. It is also situated like every other. Located on Cracker Barrel Drive,
near a Huddle House, Econo Lodge, Hampton Inn, some mediocre outlet shops, and a handful of
gas stations, it sits underneath a towering sign visible to interstate drivers from hundreds of feet
away. But continue west on Highway 6 past that Cracker Barrel, and all appearances of the

26

James C. Cobb, The Most Southern Place On Earth (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), vii, and Children’s
Defense Fund, “Revisiting Marks, Mississippi,” March 25, 2011, Child Watch® Column,
http://www.childrensdefense.org/newsroom/child-watch-columns/child-watch-documents/revisiting-marksmississippi.html (accessed March 9, 2012).
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town’s interstate-fueled amenities disappear abruptly. Indeed, within two miles of that Cracker
Barrel and its neighboring Econo Lodge, Batesville’s buildings are replaced by a series of
monotonous fields, and the few small towns along the highway seem stuck in time. There are,
along Highway Six, husks of what might have been real country stores – sagging buildings with
faded Coca-Cola signs perched atop. Whether they have seen any activity in the last forty years,
however, is debatable. In this sense, Batesville could consider itself lucky. At least it has a
Cracker Barrel and some outlet shopping. It is, by comparison to some of its westward Delta
neighbors, bustling.
Such a landscape – such a juxtaposition of landscapes, rather – is not surprising in the
twenty-first century. It is not surprising in Batesville, Mississippi, or in Lebanon, Tennessee, or
in any American town through which the interstate travels. The man-made spaces spawned by
interstate off-ramps nationwide are uniform in their blandness, uniform in their peculiarity,
uniform in their establishments and purpose and feeling; an off-ramp in Pennsylvania is likely to
resemble and offer many of the same establishments as one in South Carolina. But just as those
spaces might seem dull in their uniformity, so are they capable of offering comfort with their
familiarity. Indeed, the interstate has played a crucial (and ironic) role in delivering the
experience of an “old country store” to drivers, including those too young to have known it
firsthand.
It was, after all, the mid-Tennessee stretch of I-40 that spurred the growth of Cracker
Barrel. Running from California to North Carolina, I-40 is the third longest west-east interstate in
the United States. Of the eight states it traverses, it logs the most miles in Tennessee, with an
impressive total of 455.27 It crosses the Mississippi River in the west, meets I-24 and I-65 in
Nashville, and continues on to east Tennessee, nearing the Cumberland plateau as it descends
27
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into the Tennessee Valley. It passes through Knoxville and enters the Pigeon River Gorge before
crossing the state line into North Carolina, where it terminates in Wilmington. According to
www.interstate-guide.com, I-40’s construction in the state of Tennessee began as part of the
original 1,047 miles of interstate authorized by the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956. Its
construction, particularly through Memphis (which had, according to the website, some
“sensitive areas”) and Nashville, where I-40 was routed right through a black community, has
resulted in a number of troubled relationships between the two cities, government officials, and
community groups.28 This was not, for a stretch of interstate, anything unusual.
Lebanon’s own stretch of interstate – about thirty miles east of Nashville – was designed
for construction by 1960, and completed before 1969.29 According to www.lebanontn.org,
Lebanon has four interstate exits off I-40, in addition to being located at the intersection of state
highways 70 and 231. Cracker Barrel’s original location, now a defunct Citgo gas station, was
located on highway 109, which now intersects with I-40. Since that first store, Cracker Barrel has
followed the same formula and can now credit its success to its locations at interstate exits across
the country.30
Dan Evins was not, of course, the only southern businessman to take advantage of the
new opportunities offered by the interstate. Southerners, along with the rest of the country, took
to the roads in mid-century, and roadside attractions began selling themselves based on
geography as regional marketing became popular across the nation. There developed a strong
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tourism industry in the South, which suddenly found itself connected to the rest of America, and
vice versa. Writes historian Patrick Huber:
Although travelers and pleasure seekers have visited the southern colonies since at least
the eighteenth century, the national increase in consumerism, affluence, and automobile
travel after the Second World War rapidly expanded the South’s modern tourism
industry…By 1958, tourists spent two billion dollars a year in the region. Today, the
southern tourism industry generates tens of billions of dollars annually.31
The resulting travel created a competitive culture of region-based tourism, dining, and general
experience, as well as the paradoxical marketability of “home-style” chains such as Evins’s.
That paradox had as much to do with what the interstate destroyed as what it created.
Interstate 40’s construction through Tennessee in the 1960s and 70s coincided with, and some
might say caused, the decline of many small businesses, among them “mom and pop” country
stores. It is a story the same nationwide. “For all of their advantages, probably the biggest thing
that was lost during the switch from highways to interstates was the sense of place,” writes Tim
Hollis in his celebration of southern roadside tourism, Dixie Before Disney. That sense of place
was directly linked to small, unique businesses. “Scores of mom-and-pop motels and restaurants
along the old highways were unable to survive in the face of competition from slick chain
establishments much more conveniently located at interstate exits,” Hollis adds.32 There did,
however, evolve some chain companies that attempted to evoke a sense of place. Oftentimes,
that sense of place was linked to the past and a vague sense of nostalgia. This nostalgia-based
tourism took the form of places that reminded travelers of “times past,” and much of it rooted
itself easily and firmly in the preservation of culinary traditions. “The decline of traditional
southern fare in the larger roadside restaurant environments has created some backlash, and
several chains, most notably Folks…and Cracker Barrel, have been created to capitalize on this
31
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market,” the entry for “Roadside Restaurants” reads in the New Encyclopedia of Southern
Culture Foodways Volume. Where Folks has decided to limit itself to a handful of locations all
within the state of Georgia, however, Cracker Barrel has arguably become the country’s
dominant southern chain restaurant.33 The NESC continues:
An inspection of their customer base reveals that they do not by any means cater
exclusively to decrepit southerners. In many ways southern regional culture is being
supported today more by incomers than by natives, who often do not comprehend what is
being lost. Southern food is one of the most visible areas of this process.34
There have been other large southern chains, though none with the success or longevity
of Cracker Barrel. Arguably Cracker Barrel’s most notable predecessor is Stuckey’s, once one of
the South’s most well-known roadside features. Started in 1937 in Georgia, Stuckey’s began as a
simple pecan stand but quickly grew into a multi-purpose stop for long-distance drivers who
needed to use the bathroom, get gas, buy snacks, and shop for souvenirs, among other things.
Distinguished by a bright blue roof, Stuckey’s became known as a “venerable roadside oasis,”
and soon spread outside of the South and across the country.35 Despite that growth, and the fact
that Stuckey’s never seemed intent on advertising along clear regional lines, the company was
often associated with the South. “Even in later years, when the chain had spread all the way to
the West Coast and as far north as Minnesota, many tourists felt that they had truly entered the
South when they saw Stuckey’s famous signs,” Tim Hollis writes.36 It is a situation not unlike
Cracker Barrel’s, in the sense that a company’s geographical origins contributed, perhaps
disproportionately, to its lasting regional reputation. “Stuckey’s,” Hollis adds, “has always
seemed most at home in the South, and continues to be a welcome sight for any travelers looking
33
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for a place to grab a quick bite or a classic-style souvenir.”37 Indeed, without Stuckey’s, Cracker
Barrel might not even exist – not just because of Stuckey’s’ fusion of souvenirs and snacks, but
due to its savvy business plan to locate itself along interstate exits. The company began to spread
across southern roads in the 1950s and 1960s, nearly two decades before Cracker Barrel was
founded. Writes Hollis:
Stuckey’s had always done well on the old original federal highways, but it was the
coming of the interstates that made it a true giant in the roadside world. W.S. Stuckey
pioneered the business of operating at interstate exits, at a time when such companies as
McDonald’s and Burger King were not even thinking of such tactics.38
Hollis also notes that Stuckey’s was accompanied by businesses such as Horne’s and Saxon’s,
popular roadside candy shops that also relied on savvy roadside and regional advertising to win
customers. Saxon’s in particular used a rather bold approach. Its ads presented viewers with a
picturesque view of a young white couple standing beneath a tree covered in hanging moss. The
girl is wearing a hoop skirt, the man a suit, and there is a huge white-columned plantation home
in the background. Magnolias decorate the rims of the card, and the only writing reads “Saxon’s
famous creamy pralines.”39 Emblematic of the South, indeed. These companies are Cracker
Barrel’s forebears; they developed as roadside businesses, and they marketed a certain brand of
regional values.
Therefore, while it is clearly not the first southern chain restaurant (and shop) to make its
home on the interstate, Cracker Barrel certainly ranks as one of the largest and most recognized
of the South’s chain restaurants. The success of Cracker Barrel as an interstate-based businesses
is something of a phenomenon considering the paradox upon which it operates. It imitates a
historically rural space made accessible by a network of roads linking one side of the country to
37
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the other. It is also an establishment that, by channeling the mom and pop stores the interstate
helped eliminate, has met with phenomenal success, though it might seem contradictory.
Where there is supply, however, there must be demand. The interstate’s drivers, too, have
a penchant for nostalgia that is singularly American. Tom Bodett, in the forward to a coffee table
book titled American Country Stores, writes that “memories of country stores, like the smell of
gas dripped on hot gravel and the taste of watermelon on a summer’s night, are…fixed
permanently in the American Mind.” That mind, however, is remarkably capable of feeling
nostalgic for what it has not even encountered. As Bodett adds, “Even those among us who can’t
honestly claim to have visited a country store can somehow invent the experience and make it
our own.” 40 Considering that, it makes sense that Cracker Barrel found a natural environment
along interstate exit ramps. After all, American road travel itself – whether the driver’s
destination is a country store or not – has also always smacked of nostalgia, despite the interstate
being a modern amenity. “Road travel has always been entertainment tinged with
nostalgia…American roads have always been more about the past and future than about the
present,” writes designer and cultural commentator Phil Patton.41
It is to his credit that Dan Evins tapped into the marketability of that nostalgia.
∗
In late June 2011, I drove to Lebanon to explore the town and to eat at the original Cracker
Barrel. I also wanted to research the role of region in the company’s story and growth, and
visiting its place of origin seemed like the best way to start. After all, Cracker Barrel is a
southern company, if only in the sense that it was conceived in the South. I wondered how
Cracker Barrel’s hometown understood its role in the company’s success, and how that success
40
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might, in turn, have been influenced by its birthplace. At that point, before my visit, I perceived
Lebanon as some sort of key to my research. This trip could even be the most important part of
my work, I thought. After all, Cracker Barrel touted its origins so much. Wouldn’t Lebanon
celebrate that somehow?
Lebanon is located twenty-eight miles east of Nashville, and prides itself on two very
visible things: its Civil War history and the plethora of antique shops within the city limits. I was
sure the original Cracker Barrel would be viewed in the town as some sort of significant or
meaningful landmark – surely its origins would be noted somehow. Sure enough, I saw the big
Cracker Barrel sign when I took the Lebanon exit off of I-40, but when I drove past the
restaurant I saw that nothing on its exterior set it apart. I made note and continued on my way
downtown, planning to eat lunch there later. Maybe on the inside, I thought, the original Old
Country Store would look different. Maybe, I ventured to think, it housed a little museum.
Lebanon’s town square – “historic Lebanon” according to several antiquated signs
pointing me along – is the location of several law practices as well as an inordinate number of
antique shops. At the center of town is a Confederate monument dedicated specifically to
General Robert Hopkins Hatton, who rounded up volunteer soldiers from four Tennessee
counties and was subsequently elected Colonel of the 7th Tennessee Infantry Regiment CSA. In
general, the square looked tidy and economically healthy, despite the fact that the side streets
branching off it appeared derelict, the sad locations of shut-down businesses and blank, dusty
storefront windows. I parked on a side street and decided to enter, for starters, Lebanon’s
Chamber of Commerce. Much to my delight, the Chamber of Commerce was air-conditioned,
staffed with an enthusiastic secretary, and decorated exactly like a Cracker Barrel: to the left of
the entrance sat two rocking chairs around a barrel. The barrel was adorned with the company’s
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signature cloth checkers board, and the whole setup was an unmistakable nod to the company.
Peculiarly, however, there was no visible mention of Cracker Barrel next to this display or
anywhere else in the lobby. I asked the woman working if many people came to Lebanon
because of Cracker Barrel, and she shrugged, answering hesitantly that she was sure some people
did. Not realizing I’d been to a Cracker Barrel before, she promised me that I’d enjoy myself
there, and that it had good home cooking. But she left the Cracker Barrel talk at that. Instead, she
gave me lots of general information on the town, which is the county seat of Wilson County –
“The Place to Be!” – and told me to ask her if I needed any more help. Lebanon, I noted, was a
friendly town so far. I took some photos of the chamber of commerce décor, was mistaken for an
insurance claims photographer, and left to walk around the square.
According to the pamphlets, Lebanon was named after its biblical predecessor upon the
discovery, by a commission of men sent out in 1802 to locate a county seat, of a group of virgin
cedar trees. About sixty years later, the pamphlet reads, “close to one thousand men” from
Lebanon marched to Nashville, under Hatton’s leadership, to sign up and train at Camp
Trousdale. “The 7th TN Infantry was then assigned to fight in the Army of Northern Virginia
with General Robert E. Lee,” the pamphlet states. Hatton died in May 1862, and his men “went
on to fight every major battle in the war.”42 This town, I noted, took its Civil War history very
seriously.
After strolling around for a moment, I stopped inside the Downtown Antique Mall to
explore one of the many antique shops. Not knowing anything about antiques, I simply browsed,
noting that the shop was rather like most antique or knick-knack shops I’d been to: large,
cluttered, semi-organized at best. A few minutes passed before store owner Hollis McClanahan
“The History of Wilson County,” in “Wilson County: The Place To Be!” Lebanon/Wilson County Chamber of
Commerce.
42
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asked me if I was looking for anything in particular. I admitted that I was not a collector of
anything, but was simply visiting Lebanon and was struck by how many antique shops there
were crammed into such a small town. Hollis explained to me that Lebanon was the location of
America’s first big antique conventions, which got started sometime after the construction of I40.
When I asked him about Cracker Barrel, Hollis smiled. “Cracker Barrel has made a lot of
people in this town rich,” he said, going on to explain that founder Dan Evins asked a lot of
Lebanon citizens to buy shares in his company early on. According to Hollis, Evins married the
daughter of an antique dealer in town (they’re divorced now, he told me). As a result, he started
selling antiques out of Cracker Barrel, was successful, and thus the decor of Cracker Barrel was
born. I had not initially connected the proliferation of antique shops in Lebanon to the antiques
hanging on the restaurant’s walls, and the revelation pleased me because it linked Cracker Barrel
to its origins. Hollis also told me that Evins did not initially realize how big Cracker Barrel
would become. “All Danny wanted to do was sit around drinking beer and watching baseball,”
he said. He told me that while Evins still lived in Tennessee, he didn’t come out much.43 He even
used the word “reclusive” to describe him.
When he found out that I was a graduate student working on a thesis, Hollis led me to the
far reaches of his shop and showed me an old “Maxwell House” coffee tin that he kept in his
office. Another company from the Nashville area, Maxwell House has since mushroomed into a
household name across the country. Hollis then let me into a locked room in the back of his shop,
a room where he kept some of his rarer and more expensive items: Civil War weapons (guns,
bayonets), a vast collection of Native American arrowheads, beautiful and old china and
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glassware collections. He obviously took great pride in what he did and happily explained to me
the function of a myriad of old and special knickknacks he had on his shelves.
I was charmed all over again. What a curious and friendly town this was: typically
southern, but distinctly its own place. I left the Downtown Antique Mall and took some photos of
my surroundings before getting back into my sweltering car and heading to Cracker Barrel for
lunch.
Walking up to the entrance of Lebanon’s Cracker Barrel, I noted that the garden in front
was particularly well-kept. There was red, white, and blue bunting decorating the restaurant’s
facade, but no sign anywhere proclaiming it as the original. I also noted the continuing lack of
“original Cracker Barrel” signage. After being seated (immediately, though it was about 1 pm
and the place was pretty busy) I took note of the clientele. It was a crowd of mostly white,
mostly older, diners. My waitress was sunny and prompt with my order. When I asked her about
the restaurant being the original Cracker Barrel, she laughed and said that a lot of diners did
come in and want to get their picture taken with her just because she worked at the Lebanon
location. “Some people tell us we should sell t-shirts,” she added. She also informed me that that
location was not the “original” in the true sense of the word, as the very first Cracker Barrel had
opened on Highway 109, a few miles west. That location closed when it relocated to the current
Lebanon Cracker Barrel, in 1984.44
My talk with the waitress confirmed the fact that there were, curiously, no ways in which
the store was distinguished as being located in the company’s hometown. Nowhere on the inside
did I ever spot anything – sign, plaque, banner – designating it as the home of Cracker Barrel.
When I asked the cashier in the store about it, she shrugged and said she did not know why there
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wasn’t anything, and that she had thought about that too. And that was that. It struck me as the
irony of all ironies: a place so bent on nostalgia and old-times and antiques neglected to pay
tribute to its own history in this particular way. I thought perhaps Cracker Barrel would have a
private museum in its original location, something that Georgia-based company Waffle House
did with its first restaurant in 2007.45 Even McDonald’s has a museum, located at its original
restaurant in San Bernardino, California.46 KFC has one in its original location, too.47 As for
Stuckey’s, a plaque marks the site of the first one, in Eastman, Georgia, though the Stuckey’s
there is no longer operational.48 Why didn’t Cracker Barrel acknowledge its origins here in
Lebanon?
Bewildered, I paid for my meal and left, noting quickly the array of license plates in the
parking lot: Florida, Ohio, Kentucky, Georgia, Tennessee. There was an “I Heart Dixie” plate
and a John Deere front plate. I decided not to take too much from that evidence, and moved on to
further explore Lebanon. The former location of Cracker Barrel’s corporate headquarters is in a
building, dubbed The Mitchell House, that once housed Castle Heights Military Academy, which
Evins attended as a day student. The House, now with the letters CBRL emblazoned across its
front doors and a For Sale sign out front, is a beautiful white-columned mansion just around the
corner from Lebanon’s City Hall. While the company still has some offices in the Mitchell
House, the headquarters have moved to another location in Lebanon, and all employees will
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work from the newer location upon sale of the building.49 Nearby is the Lebanon Museum and
History Center (located in the same building as City Hall), and I spent some time exploring it.
The lone visitor, I was impressed by the thorough and compact museum. I was surprised,
however, to note only one Cracker Barrel reference – on a panel dealing with businesses in
Lebanon. There was a photograph of Dan Evins (misspelled Evans, I noted) next to an old
Cracker Barrel menu and a photograph of the true, original Cracker Barrel, with a brief caption
underneath that read “FIRST CRACKER BARREL AT INTERSTATE 40 AND HIGHWAY
109.” That was it.

*
I went back to Lebanon several more times over the course of my research. On one
occasion I had a scheduled appointment to visit Cracker Barrel’s corporate headquarters, and on
two more occasions I visited simply to take photographs and explore. On my second trip, the
square was medium-busy, as it was the previous time I was in Lebanon. The same shops were
still either out of business or thriving, and I swear I counted more antique shops the previous
time. I visited Hollis’s antique shop again, and was pleased to see that it was quiet – we could
talk – and that both he and his daughter were sitting behind the desk. His daughter had been with
him the last time I visited and had been just as helpful as her father.
Initially, I thought Hollis was asleep, because he neither looked up when I walked in nor
responded when I spoke. Next to him, however, his daughter smiled at me encouragingly.
Eventually, he looked up from his computer and cleared a chair for me to sit next to him. I sat
down, saw that he’d been playing some sort of computer game, and asked him if I could record
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our conversation. His reply was a resounding no – Lebanon is a small town, I suppose, and when
I explained that I wasn’t there to gossip, he replied that he’d be giving me some gossip anyway.
Without waiting for me to ask any questions, Hollis launched into much of the same talk
he had given me a few months before. When Danny Evins, he said, was operating a Shell Oil
Service Station, he played on a local baseball team called, fittingly, the Shell Oilers. The Oilers
frequently met up at Danny’s service station, even practicing out there. Eventually Danny
responded to this by cooking hamburgers for them, and thus the idea of operating a restaurant
was born.50 The parents of his then-wife, Donna Singleton, owned an antique store in Lebanon –
the Spiderweb antique shop – and so they helped with Cracker Barrel’s décor. I had heard this
before – not only from Hollis, but in bits and pieces from the company’s available history, which
online tells the story of Larry Singleton – Donna’s brother – who has inherited the job from his
parents as Cracker Barrel’s own “resident archivist, anthropologist and Americana aficionado.”51
According to Hollis, Larry Singleton has been guaranteed a job with the company for life.
My narrator continued, filling me in on a variety of details: when Cracker Barrel first
opened, shares in the company cost $0.50, and the minimum amount of shares available to buy
was 20,000. The people in Lebanon who invested are, in large part, now millionaires. Evins’s
son dabbled in the restaurant business but wasn’t too successful. The resounding message Hollis
gave me was that Dan Evins was, above all, a generous person, always giving back to the
community by donating money and supporting local institutions such as the Castle Heights
Military Academy and Cumberland University. Dan Evins was, Hollis said, someone everybody
liked.
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At the end of our conversation, which quickly veered into Hollis’s passion for the antique
business, he gave me the number of Tony McCartney, who could apparently tell me more about
Cracker Barrel. He might even, Hollis said, put me in touch with Dan Evins, who was still living
at the time. I thanked Hollis and left, once again impressed with his willingness to talk.
I called Tony McCartney a few days later and he answered on the second ring. I
introduced myself, and he sounded unsurprised to hear from me. In fact, he seemed happy to talk
on the phone, and said that he had the time to talk to me at that moment. When I asked him how
he knew Dan Evins, he explained that he was related to him by way of Dan’s mother, who was a
McCartney. In fact, Uncle Hershel – who is featured on the Cracker Barrel menu and in other
company lore – was Tony’s great uncle: Uncle Hershel McCartney. Tony, however, insisted that
he himself didn’t have much to tell me. Rather, he promised to put me in touch with people who
would.
Tony tried to help me out. He tried hard. He called a few times a week for about a month,
each time prefacing his lack of news with a profuse apology. He could not get in touch with
anybody at the corporate office, he said, and Dan Evins was ill. He did say he had given my
phone number to one of Evins’s sons, but it was up to him to call me or not. He never did. I was
touched, however, by Tony’s devotion to my work. His eagerness to help made me consider the
fact that he was of blood relation to Dan Evins, whom he spoke of with a kind of reverence,
particularly in regard to Evins’s philanthropy in the Lebanon area. Was such kindness, I
wondered, just one of Tony’s qualities? Or did this relative of Evins take a certain pride in
Cracker Barrel that nobody on the corporate level could possess, or communicate?

∗
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An Alternative Narrative

Driving east along I-40 through Tennessee between Memphis and Nashville, the casual
observer will start to see signs advertising the Casey Jones Village. The signs are brown, the kind
that indicate the presence of a scenic, recreational, or historic site. At exit 80A in Jackson, they
promise the Casey Jones Home and Railroad Museum, as well as its accompanying Old Country
Store and Restaurant.
An old country store being advertised along the interstate in Tennessee is not necessarily
anything unusual, given that Cracker Barrel has flooded the state with its billboards. What is
unusual about the restaurant in Jackson, named the Brooks Shaw and Son Old Country Store, is
that its success precedes that of Cracker Barrel by four years. Indeed, if Brooks Shaw and Sons
company lore is to be believed, it provided much of the inspiration for the chain restaurant. This
is a remarkable claim, considering Cracker Barrel’s nationwide success.
Located in the Casey Jones Village, the Brooks Shaw’s and Sons Old Country Store
claims to be “literally a step back in time to the 1890’s.”52 It is decorated with antiques from
founder Brooks Shaw’s own collection, and claims to “preserve the Southern food traditions our
grandparents loved and cherished.” Those “food traditions” reflect not only local, familial, and
regional qualities, but also the appeal of such traditions to a nationwide, even global, customer
base. The store is a single building divided into several parts. It is composed of the Old Country
Store Restaurant, which is a buffet and which takes up the largest portion of the building; the
Gift Shoppe, which is what visitors first enter when they walk through the country store’s doors;
the 1890’s Ice Cream Parlor and Soda Shoppe; the to-go buffet, where customers fill up
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Styrofoam boxes of food to take away; and the Wellwood Store, which is attached to the side of
the building by a few stairs and a small doorway and sells, like many of the items in the Gift
Shoppe, a variety of Americana and ornamental figurines.53
The Brooks Shaw and Son Old Country store is not just a restaurant, but a small
corporation that perpetuates its own southern, rural values through food, advertising, social
media, and merchandise. Opened by Brooks Shaw in Jackson in 1965, it is now run by his
family, primarily his son Clark but also in part by his grandson, Brooks. There is a strong oral
tradition passed down in the Shaw family, and one of these narratives involves the story of how
Dan Evins, the founder of Cracker Barrel, was inspired by the Brooks Shaw and Son Old
Country Store. Father and son told the story almost verbatim, indicating that it had achieved a
certain status as store lore within the family. Clark admitted, “I was only about fourteen years old
when all this happened, so this is an oral tradition in our family as to how this happened.”54
According to that oral tradition, Dan Evins visited Brooks Shaw in 1967, two years after he had
opened the Old Country Store. Evins asked Shaw if he could follow him around at work for a
day or so, explaining that he had a similar idea for a restaurant in Lebanon. As his grandson said:
And my grandfather’s like, “Sure,” because mom and pop stores are dying out and this is,
this could be a great way to help preserve this way of life.…He saw what Dan Evins
wanted to do as an opportunity to preserve mom and pop stores. There’s no way he could
have thought hey, this guy is going to have six hundred stores one day.55
Evins followed Brooks around, then opened Cracker Barrel in Lebanon two years later. He
invited the entire Shaw family up for the grand opening. “It was a very nice occasion, I
understand,” Clark said of that day. “I’m also told that at some point during that time, he
53
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encouraged my father, he said, ‘We’re going to sell stock in our business, I’d like to encourage
you to buy some stock,’ which my father declined to do.”
Despite the obvious tradition of telling this Cracker Barrel story within the Shaw family,
Clark was aware of how irrelevant the Old Country Store’s own interpretation of events was to
Cracker Barrel today. Any narrative involving Evins being inspired by something other than his
own gumption is, of course, not included in any information made available by the corporate
chain. Cracker Barrel spokesperson Jeanne Ludington told me when I met her that she had never
heard of the place, and Evalena Bennett, Dan Evins’ former secretary, simply said that there
were a number of restaurants that inspired Evins.56 Clark insisted, however, that it was the truth:
But there was a tradition within the corporate culture in the early years, from folks within
that early culture that I’ve talked to that and met over the years that there’s no question
that in the early years, the story was that the concept came from us. Now obviously as
you grow as a company, and then of course certainly as a company as big as Cracker
Barrel, you develop your own origins, your own traditions, your own story, your own
legend. And so obviously we are not a part of that. And we understand that completely.
But we know that that’s where they were inspired by, our operation.57
It is hard to measure Cracker Barrel’s impact on stores similar to the Brooks Shaw and Son Old
Counry Store. There are, as Evalena Bennett remarked, likely other businesses that inspired
Evins before he created Cracker Barrel. That narrative, however, has served as an important part
of company (and family) lore for the Shaws, and both Clark and his son seemed to place a lot of
stock in the oral traditions passed down through family members involved in the Store.
*
By the 1960s and 70s, fast food joints had blossomed all across the nation due in large
part to increased road travel, and some of the biggest names in the industry originated in the
South: Waffle House, Stuckey’s, Hardee’s, Krispy Kreme, and Popeyes, to name a few.
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What Dan Evins did that was unusual was anticipate the negative reaction to that fastfood culture. Though the concept of marketing and selling nostalgia was not new in 1969, the
definition of what made consumers nostalgic in 1960s America shifted with the interstate’s
growth. Evins tapped into consumers’ desire to take a break from the new and consume the old,
and he recognized the soft spot many Americans had for the places, such as rural country stores,
that the interstate was making increasingly rare. As company lore tells it, Evins drew from his
own experience growing up in rural Tennessee when he designed the first Cracker Barrel, and
though the company has not left a hugely visible mark on the town, its headquarters remain in
Lebanon and attest to the company’s (and Evins’s) commitment to its origins story.
Forty-three years after Dan Evins founded Cracker Barrel, the company’s regional roots
and penchant for nostalgia are as important as ever – a fact that is most evident when one
considers this old country store’s marketing.
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Figure 1.1: Lebanon, Tennessee, July 2011

Figure 1.2: The Downtown Antique Mall, owned by Hollis McLanahan, July 2011
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Figure 1.3: Lebanon, Tennessee, July 2011

Figure 1.4: Lebanon’s town square, July 2011
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Figure 1.5: Lebanon’s Confederate Monument, July 2011
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Figure 1.6: Civil War tourism in Lebanon, July 2011

Figure 1.7: Lebanon Chamber of Commerce, February 2012
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Figure 1.8: Near Lebanon’s square, July 2011
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Figures 1.9 and 1.10: The Lebanon Cracker Barrel, July 2011
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Figures 1.11 and 1.12: The Mitchell House, where Castle Heights Military Academy was located
and the former location of Cracker Barrel’s headquarters. Lebanon, July 2011
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Figure 1.13: The original Cracker Barrel, located on Highway 109. It is now a closed gas station.
Lebanon, August 2011
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Chapter Two
Southern Values and Cracker Barrel’s Marketing
While Cracker Barrel’s origins are indisputably rooted in the South, its huge corporate
structure deals carefully with the notion of regionalism, sometimes eschewing and other times
embracing it. The company’s marketing strategy (which has been, if the chain’s growth is any
indication, a successful approach) plays on notions of “southernness” even while avoiding use of
any definitive regional terms. Popular perceptions of the company often reflect opinions of it as a
southern chain, something associated with the likes of southern celebrity cook Paula Deen, even
while its marketing puts it forth as more “rural” and “country” than “southern.”58
There are various facets of this marketing and various elements that affect popular
perception of the company. At its most basic, this marketing begins with the customer’s
experience dining and/or shopping at Cracker Barrel, and the overall effect of the store’s décor,
menu, and food. On a secondary level, that marketing extends to the information made available
by hyper-accessible tools such as Cracker Barrel’s website, Twitter feed, and Facebook page.
Finally, there are the company’s marketing and advertising tools that reach beyond the
immediate experience of the consumer, such as the Cracker Barrel billboards that dot the
interstate, the occasional television ads the company produces, and the branded merchandise that
carries the Cracker Barrel logo. All of these marketing tools, bound together in experience and
advertising, carefully deliver Cracker Barrel’s image, whether it strikes customers as southern,
simply country, or something else altogether.
∗
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No matter what one thinks of the food or the country store, there is no denying that
Cracker Barrel’s attention to décor is impressive. The company’s signature look is one of
carefully managed clutter, with objects spread densely yet evenly across the walls and hanging
suspended from the ceilings. This standard décor is outside as well as inside the building: rusty
Coke signs, anonymous sepia and black and white portraits of men, women, and children, and
objects that range from the harmlessly random (a framed ad for sugar) to the strange and
disconcerting (a saw hanging from the ceiling). Whatever the case, they are objects that culture
and music writer Amanda Petrusich labeled “Americana” as she described the “down-home, awshucks iconography” of Cracker Barrel’s décor as evocative of a vague sense of nostalgia:
We are buying into the artifacts of activities and emotions most of us have never
experienced firsthand. These objects (cast-iron skillets, lard presses, butter churns), and
not memories or facts, are the greatest players in the classic Americana myth.59
The revelatory thing about Cracker Barrel’s décor is that every single item hanging from the
restaurant’s walls and ceilings is authentic, in the sense that not a single artifact is reproduced for
Cracker Barrel.60 Surprisingly, however, the company does not do much to make this fact known
in actual Cracker Barrel restaurants. On the company’s website, however, there is the complete
story of the Singleton family, who have been decorating Cracker Barrels since 1969. Kathleen
and Don Singleton, Evins’s first set of in-laws, owned an antique shop in Lebanon and agreed to
help decorate his new business venture. They stepped up their work when Cracker Barrel began
expanding, shopping for antiques at various shows. In 1979 their son, Larry, started on the job
and is now the man responsible for much of the work done at the décor warehouse in Lebanon.61
Even though the décor might change from location to location, the Cracker Barrel
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shopping and dining experience is essentially the same across the country. The restaurant’s
“front porch” is covered with Cracker Barrel’s own manufactured rocking chairs, all new and for
sale, and barrels with cloth checkerboards topping them. Newspaper machines outside usually
have a couple of local papers for sale, as well as USA Today. On the inside, the dining room is
dimly lit, with faux oil lamps on each table. The atmosphere isn’t romantic so much as
antiquated, and the effect, it must be said, is rather cozy, albeit contrived. Each table has a peg
game on it (dubbed just that: the “Classic Peg Game”), and more often than not a peg or two is
missing, meaning that one has to travel around to other tables and interact with strangers in order
to borrow pegs. When it’s cold enough, the giant hearth that forms the centerpiece of every
Cracker Barrel dining room will be lit, and a large fire will supply the heat. And though Cracker
Barrel is a dine-in establishment, its turnaround seems (in my experience) to be fast – the food
arrives quickly, the waitresses and waiters bring the check quickly, and diners pay for their meals
at a retail counter rather than having to wait for their money to be taken and returned. Cracker
Barrel might not serve fast food, but it’s a fast experience.
∗
It’s hard to tell what Cracker Barrel is better known for: its food or its store. The
experience of visiting a Cracker Barrel is one that, whether the customer wants it or not, involves
retail. It is necessary to walk through the retail portion of the store in order to get to the dining
room, and diners pay for their meals at the same check-out counters that retail customers use.
Even if the customer feels, for some reason, resistant to the retail portion of the store
(resistant, I mean, to the impulse purchases it encourages) it is nevertheless hard not to be
entertained by it because the merchandise varies so extremely. Crammed into a shop that
stretches just over 2,000 square feet, the abundance and extent of the products can be
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overwhelming. Indeed, walking into the shop, one feels in danger of bumping into an angel
statuette or knocking over a jar of gumballs. Between the displays, browsing customers, and the
antiques hanging down from the ceiling, the space is completely saturated.
The saturation, however, varies in content depending on the time of year. Employees put
Christmas merchandise up (subtly, on the edges of the store) as early as July, while Halloween
and Thanksgiving occupy more central rotating displays through the early fall. A visit to the
retail portion of Cracker Barrel in mid-late October revealed that the Christmas decorations set
up in July had crept from the outskirts of the shop into what was their position until December:
front and center and just about everywhere in between. In fact, there were employees setting out
new decorations as I looked around the Batesville location. On the fringe were the Halloween
and Thanksgiving merchandise – standard witch costumes, bags of candy, platters that said
Count Your Blessings, and so on. As for the Christmas merchandise, it varied. There was a large
selection of very secular, standard (and inoffensive) wintertime merchandise, such as toy
penguins wearing scarves, sock monkeys to hang on the Christmas tree, Peanuts cartoon
merchandise, the Dr. Seuss “Grinch” books, and images of cardinals. Much of this merchandise
was displayed next to Cracker Barrel’s own signs that seemed to have dropped the word
“Christmas” for the more ubiquitous “Season of Glory.”
That doesn’t mean that the company doesn’t go out of its way to appeal to a Christian
crowd. There was also a fair bit of religious merchandise, which makes up much of the seasonal
product selection without dominating it. There were figurines depicting the manger scene, on
display next to each other in both African American and white versions. There was a collection
of Christmas stories organized by Max Lucado, a well-known Christian author, who has done
book signings at several Cracker Barrel locations. However, there seemed to be more of the
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secular wintertime Christmas décor than the religious stuff, so perhaps decorating with a sock
monkey is safer for a large chain to promote than decorating with a porcelain baby Jesus.
Non-seasonal items are abundant in Cracker Barrel at any time of year, and these span an
wide range of products. Kids’ toys are everywhere, and have a distinctly retro theme: Slinkies,
Lego-esque figurines, plastic dinosaurs, volcanoes that promise to erupt. There are baby clothes
and pancake mixes and coffee mugs. There is a line of women’s clothing that is on the tacky side
(image-intensive shirts with sequins and glitter), but there is also a decent selection of middle-ofthe-line clothing – sensible winter coats, practical woolly hats. There is also a whole wall of
patriotic merchandise, like green U.S. Army coffee mugs and busy t-shirts with bald eagles and
American flags on them that proclaim that “These Colors Don’t Run.” There are also southern
touches, such as, in the cookbook section, copies of Frank Stitt’s Southern Table cookbook and
Paula Deen’s Southern Cooking Bible. In addition, each Cracker Barrel sells merchandise related
to whatever state it is located in, as well as the nearest significant universities. For example, in
the Batesville, Mississippi, Cracker Barrel, one can find Mississippi t-shirts and coffee table
books as well as merchandise for both Mississippi State University and the University of
Mississippi.
Aside from that, much of the merchandise sold at Cracker Barrel plays heavily on themes
of friendship, love, and family values, as well as religion. Hand towels bear messages such as
“Friends are angels following you through life,” picture frames proclaim that “A heart that loves
well is a heart that’s well loved,” plaques state “Family: We may not have it all together…But
together we have it all!” And while there is some merchandise in the store that is overtly
religious, much of it is vaguely religious. For example, Cracker Barrel sells a selection of the
popular “Willow Tree” figurines. While not explicitly religious, these figurines often depict
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angels and manage to suggest, however subtly, Christian values and beliefs. For example, many
of the little statues clearly depict scenes focusing on family values, and are the type of ornaments
one might be awarded in Sunday School.
I also took care to note what DVD and CD selections were available for customers. The
DVDs, for the record, are mostly outdated, and are of convenience-store ilk: TV shows hailing
from the 1960s, 70s, and 80s; movies from the same decades. There were seasons of “The
Jeffersons,” “The Cosby Show,” and “Sanford and Son,” for sale, as well as a number of old
Western movies.
The CD selection at Cracker Barrel has more to offer than the DVD selection.
Remarkably, Cracker Barrel has its own record label, meaning that CDs in the store consist of
music that has been either recorded or re-released exclusively for the company. Each CD is repackaged with the company logo included, and every one sells for $11.99. As of April 2012,
most of the artists featured are classic country, bluegrass, or gospel stars: Alan Jackson, George
Jones, Randy Travis, The Oak Ridge Boys, Dolly Parton, Ricky Skaggs, Dailey and Vincent,
Kenny Rogers, Montgomery Gentry. There was only one non-white musician: Smokey
Robinson, classed under the “Soul/R&B” category.62 There were also a number of religious CDs
available, many by prolific gospel singer Bill Gaither. Despite being from Indiana, Gaither is
considered one of the biggest names in southern gospel music – he is a member of the Southern
Gospel Music Association’s Hall of Fame – as well as contemporary Christian music.63 A
number of his productions are available at Cracker Barrel, including a “Tent Revival” CD and a
collection of Christmas songs. This music selection, which is overwhelmingly comprised of
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country and gospel artists, is perhaps one of the biggest indicators of what Cracker Barrel
expects its customers to purchase.
At the very least, the retail side of a Cracker Barrel is a place to pass the time if waiting
to be seated in the dining room. At most, it is a cornucopia of treasures, many of which are hard
to find elsewhere.
∗
Once you are ready to eat and have made yourself visible to the host, he or she will grab
menus (always including, no matter the hour, a breakfast menu because breakfast is served all
day) and seat you. This usually happens fairly quickly. The dining area is typically large and is
split into two sections by a lattice-work wall. The kitchen, which is difficult to see from the
dining area, is located behind a large hearth at the front of the dining room. A waiter or waitress
with his or her name embroidered in yellow on a brown apron will serve you, and the food
usually appears within ten minutes. If it is breakfast time, he or she will revisit your table to refill
your coffee cup. More often than not, there is country music playing over the store’s sound
system, punctuated by ads for the musicians Cracker Barrel promotes.
Cracker Barrel’s menus are, unsurprisingly, reflective of the company’s general “old
timey” theme. Items such as “Uncle Hershel’s Favorite,” “Momma’s French Toast
Breakfast,” and “Grandpa’s Country Fried Breakfast” suggest, despite the registered
trademarks, themes of family, community, and continuity. The menu’s general language speaks
of tradition and the importance of customer feedback, claiming that “Folks have been enjoying
these favorites for years,” in regard to the “Traditional Favorites,” and that the “Cracker Barrel
Specialties” are “some of our best loved items…still made the traditional way.” While use of the
word traditional is vague (traditional for Cracker Barrel, or traditional for an old country store?),
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that hardly seems to matter. Rather, the theme of tradition is what seems to be important –
tradition for tradition’s sake, in an age when it is apparently rare. As the company website says,
“Call it nostalgia if you want, but the goal isn’t simply to recreate a time gone by – it’s to
preserve it.”64
As appearances go, both the breakfast and the lunch/dinner menu gently suggest that they
are older than they are. Printed on thick brown paper, devoid of any color save some variations
on brown, and illustrated only with the occasional depiction of food, they are simple and have
changed little in appearance in recent years. Much like the language printed on them, they are
neither pretentious nor glossy.
The breakfast menu, circa summer 2011, is a lengthy document with a colorful insert that
is themed “Flavors Across The Country: Food, Family and Summer Fun.” This insert is
decorated with reproductions of vintage-style postcards, and on the back it promotes some of
Cracker Barrel’s road-trip friendly products such as audiobooks, DVDs, games, and vintage
Hershey chocolate bars. Its background is a road map of the continental United States.
The lunch/dinner menu is a tri-fold the same size as the breakfast menu. The food it
offers is, much like the breakfast choices, standard fare: there are basic lunch and dinner specials
that come with the diner’s choice of two “country vegetables,” which include corn, green beans,
macaroni and cheese, turnip greens, and fried okra, among others. Dinner offerings include fried
fish, baked chicken, roast turkey, and pork chops, with Sunday’s dinner feature listed as the
registered trademarked Homestyle Chicken.
Perhaps the most notable feature of the Cracker Barrel menus is the language, particularly
the use of n’ in place of and – as in “Turkey n’ Dressing,” “Chicken n’ Rice,” “Salads n’ Such,”
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and so on. There is also an emphasis on food that is real and/or made from scratch, such as
“scratch Buttermilk Biscuits or Corn Muffins and real Butter” or the “rolled by hand, made from
scratch dumplins” included in one of the restaurant’s most popular dishes, the “Chicken n’
Dumplins Platter.” Other menu items are mostly innocuous dishes: meatloaf, roast beef, country
fried steak, fried chicken, sirloin steak, haddock, rainbow trout. The portions are described as
“hearty,” and “generous,” and while there are a few options for those concerned with eating
more healthily (including a whole page of low carb options), the main dishes are neither
particularly healthy nor vegetarian friendly. At the bottom of the menu, there is a note that reads:
“We want you to make sure you know that some of our offerings…are made the old-fashioned
way using meat seasonings and are not strictly vegetarian. Please ask your server about any
particular dish if you have any questions.”
Despite the fact that some of the dishes available from Cracker Barrel are broadly
considered southern fare, the use of the word “southern” on the menu is scant. It is used in regard
to the “Southern Peach Iced Tea” and the “Cracker Barrel Specialties,” under which is written:
“Some of our best loved items are still made the traditional way. Experience the wonderful taste
of great Southern cookin’.” These dishes include a bowl of turnip greens with country ham and
corn muffins, “Steak n’ Biscuits” and “Smoked Country Sausage n’ Biscuits,” among others. In
addition to that, the word is used on the cover of the Lunch/Dinner menu. Under the words
“Good Country Cookin,” the menu reads: “Offering great tasting, hearty meals is a trait of
Southern hospitality, so we make our lunches and dinners with quality ingredients,” it proclaims,
going on to mention the “authentic country vegetables” and “dumplins.” So-called “southern”
cooking, therefore, is equated with other Cracker Barrel buzzwords such as traditional,
authentic, country, and quality – all of which permeate the company’s marketing language.
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“Cracker Barrel is where southern food goes to die.”
- Celebrity Chef Alton Brown65
One’s dining experience at Cracker Barrel is never a culinary adventure, as the food is
mildly seasoned and unsurprising. As it turns out, I have had perfectly decent and truly awful
experiences dining there, much the same as at any chain restaurant. I have doused a rubbery slab
of beef steak in ketchup in order to make it more palatable; I have wondered about the strange,
processed taste of the sawmill gravy; I have witnessed a friend order cheese grits and receive
plain grits accompanied by a bowl of shredded cheddar cheese.
One of my lesser dining experiences occurred in October 2011. I say lesser; I mean
deplorable. This was disappointing, not only because I was hungry, but also because the previous
time I ate dinner at the Batesville Cracker Barrel, I got the chicken and dumplings and it was
fine. That experience had left me feeling optimistic about Cracker Barrel’s dinner options, and it
was with this mindset that I drove with some friends to Batesville to eat. I took a look at the
menu and decided to order Tuesday night’s dinner special, which was Butter Baked Chicken.
This is described on the menu as “lightly seasoned Butter-Baked Chicken in a rich buttery sauce
with choice of two vegetables.” For my two vegetables, I ordered dumplings and fried apples (I
realize now that this was a poor vegetable selection. I could have ordered corn and green beans,
or any number of other vegetables – but dumplings and fried apples it was). When my meal
arrived, I was confused. The waitress placed in front of me what looked to be half of a fried
chicken with an anonymous thick yellow sauce coating it. “Oh, this isn’t mine,” I murmured,
looking around at my three friends’ dishes to see whose had gotten swapped. Theirs all looked
65
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about right, though. The waitress paused before walking away. She had heard me. “That’s
yours,” she said.
This chicken confused me because it wasn’t baked. And there was little that suggested
butter, though I’m sure there was plenty of it in there somewhere. As for the promise of “light
seasoning,” it was delivered, because despite the mass of gooey stuff on my plate, it tasted like
nothing. The yellow sauce appeared to be a can of cream of chicken soup dumped across this
huge piece of breaded, fried, meat. But the waitress told me this was what I ordered, and I
believed her. So I ate it. It was bland, and there was a lot of it, and it was messy and tedious to
eat (how to get at chicken meat when you can’t even find it for all the batter/condensed soup
covering it?). I persisted, and got so strangely full that my dumplings and fried apples offered
little in the way of taste by the time I got to them. Or maybe they just offered little in the way of
taste anyway. As a friend of mine sitting across from me pointed out, there was so little
seasoning in Cracker Barrel menu items, other than some salt and pepper, that the food was
absolutely without flavor. This, he said, was probably done in order not to offend what is a
visibly significant portion of its clientele: the elderly (62 percent of the restaurant’s diners are
over age fifty).66 No danger of that happening at Cracker Barrel, where flavor seems to be stifled
underneath piles of salt, cheese, and butter.
Thus inspired, or disturbed, I looked up the butter baked chicken recipe online. Look up
any Cracker Barrel dish online and there’s usually someone who has made available a recipe
described as “just like” the dish in question. Such a proliferation of Cracker Barrel copycat
recipes suggests that there are indeed many bona-fide Cracker Barrel fans out there, the sort that
will experiment with cans of condensed soup until they get a Cracker Barrel recipe just right.
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Granted, there are other such copycat recipes online – do an online search for any chain
restaurant’s recipes and hundreds of message board links will pop up. At any rate, I found a
recipe for butter baked chicken “similar to Cracker Barrel’s” on the website www.recipelink.com
and my suspicions were confirmed: this was a big piece of chicken with a can of condensed
cream of chicken soup on top.67 I will stick with the chicken and dumplings.
∗
How is this food southern?
“In all its varieties, gravy holds a central place in the culture of the American
South.”
-The New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture: Foodways68
Though it avoids much use of the word southern on its menu, Cracker Barrel offers
customers some food items that simply are not common outside of the region. Take, for instance,
the gravy they have available to order. My family is British, and though we have lived in
America – and the South – for twenty of my twenty-six years, there are some things about which
I remain ignorant. Gravy is one of those things. Growing up, the gravy I encountered at home
was made out of boiling water, and the brown bits and pieces that water loosened out of a roast
pan. My mother put flour in to thicken it, and that was that: gravy. To my knowledge there were
no variations on that theme. It was only last spring that I noticed, on a Cracker Barrel breakfast
menu, red eye gravy. And it was on a Cracker Barrel menu last summer that I noticed sawmill
gravy. I had surely eaten these variations on gravy before, but had considered them sauces and
not gravies. “Red eye” and “sawmill” struck me as obscure names for gravy, not names that
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brought to mind brown leftover bits of a roast scraped from a pan. I looked them up. According
to the NESC Foodways volume:
White gravy, also called cream gravy or breakfast gravy, is an all-purpose gravy boiled
with milk or cream, served over biscuits for breakfast or chicken-fried steak for dinner.
When crumbled sausage and drippings from the pan are added, it is commonly called
sawmill gravy or sausage gravy.
It continues:
Particularly when called sawmill gravy, this variation is commonly conceived of as a
subsistence food for the poor. Just a few scraps of meat and a small amount of milk are
enough to make the concoction. Even the name may suggest poverty, as a possible
reference to the limited diet of coffee, biscuits, and gravy once consumed by backwoods
sawmill workers.69
A quick search online reveals that sawmill gravy is regarded as a southern thing. “Sawmill gravy
is a staple in the South,” wrote one cooking blogger. “Visit any breakfast spot below the MasonDixon line and more than likely whatever you order will come with a side of grits and sawmill
gravy.”70 The recipe for “Harvey’s Sawmill Gravy” on www.cooks.com claims that the “recipe
originated at a South Georgia sawmill in the 1800’s.”71 After Google-searching sawmill gravy,
the search engine provided a list of “searches related to sawmill gravy.” The first was “sawmill
gravy cracker barrel,” which made me wonder the extent to which the company has made some
of these southern staples familiar nationwide (tellingly, another link was “Paula Deen sawmill
gravy”).
Red eye gravy, equally mysterious to this non-native Southerner, is also defined via
historic narrative, though this one slightly more exciting than the poverty theme of its sawmill
sibling. The NESC states it is:
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A ham gravy made when the drippings of fried country ham, loosened with cola, coffee,
or water. Legend of dubious authenticity implicated Andrew Jackson in naming this
gravy. He supposedly ordered a whiskey-drinking cook to bring him ham with gravy ‘as
red as your eyes.’ More likely, the name redeye comes from the deep red color of the
juice from country ham.72
It too seems to be indisputably southern, or at least southern enough for Myrecipes.com to
describe red eye gravy as “a classic Southern recipe,”73 while about.com calls it “a traditional
Southern gravy usually served with ham and biscuits.”74
In addition to the gravy options, there are other core menu items specifically associated
with the South: turnip greens, cornbread, fried okra, the grits that so befuddled the diner in
Maine. These basic items are listed on Cracker Barrel menus all across the country, and though
not front and center, their inclusion is significant, especially in areas outside of the South.
∗
The Original Menu
Though not widely employed as a marketing tool, the original (1969) Cracker Barrel
menu, given to me upon request during my visit to corporate headquarters, indicates not only the
changes the company has undergone, but also how those changes have been preserved and
incorporated into the company’s narrative.
The menu dates from 1969, though the reprint in my possession was dated from 2010.
The fact that it has been reprinted and is readily available indicates that it is understood as a
valuable part of the company’s story. This is perhaps due to its status as an original, genuine item
connected to the company’s narrative, and thus a particularly effective marketing tool – even if
not used as publicly as other marketing tools. Of the reproduction’s eight pages, four are copied
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directly from the actual menu, while the rest consist of promotional material concerned with the
company history. The author of this material remains anonymous except for referring to himself
as the “Ole Timer.”
The Ole Timer seems friendly, even sweetly bewildered. “You know, I’ve been thinking
a lot lately about this place called Cracker Barrel Old Country Store,” his history begins. “I’ve
been around for a long time, even when they opened the first one, and it sure ain’t such a little
company anymore.” The history continues on in this tone, its most interesting aspect for me
being the detailed account of the store’s growth. The only other notable portion of the menu was
in the Ole Timer’s description of Cracker Barrel’s food: the cooking is described as “authentic”
and “country” – “Lunch and dinner offered simple, but special, country fixin’s such as beans,
turnip greens and cornbread, country ham and biscuits, sandwiches, and other items prepared in
the old Southern tradition.” Once again, the words “country,” and “southern” are used
interchangeably, and echo writing that is still on the menu.
Promotional history over with, the rest of the pamphlet offers a much more interesting
body of text: the actual 1969 menu. Although my copy of the menu is in rectangular form, the
cover has imprinted on it the shape of the original menu, which, unsurprisingly, resembles what
is presumably a cracker barrel. “‘CRACKER BARREL’ OLD COUNTRY STORE,” it reads at
the top of the barrel, in sloppy bold handwritten letters that resemble the letters on the original
store location.75 Underneath reads “OLD COUNTRY MENU,” and at the very bottom there
proclaims the statement: “IF’N YOU NEED ANYTHING THAT AIN’T ON HERE ‘Holler at
tHe cook.’” The “e” in “Holler” and “the” is backwards, the capitalization is erratic, and the
overall effect is, understandably, crude. The front page sets the tone for the rest of the menu. On
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the inside, the writing is still sloppy but simpler, with words misspelled to the degree that one
cannot read the menu aloud without falling into a southern accent. For instance, egg is spelled
aig, breakfast brakfast, ate ‘et, sandwiches sanwiches, hog hawg, neighbors nabors. Then there
are the abbreviations and nicknames: under the “juices and beverages” portion, tomato is ‘mator,
milk cow juice, and prune juice is dubbed, tastefully, “out house prune.”
Under the breakfast portion, molasses is abbreviated to lasses, and the description for the
“Cracker Barrel Country Boy Brakfast” includes no details regarding what one might encounter
in said breakfast, but rather the simple instructions to “just tell us how you like your aigs and –
loosen your belt.”76 Available “sanwiches” include, among others, the “Sho nuff” hamburger and
cheeseburger, a skillet fried hot dog, and country or city ham sandwiches. There are also some
“Cracker Barrel specialties.” My favorite of those is “lonies and crackers,” next to which is
written in parentheses “Bologna to you Yankees.” Other specialties include a “bowl of beans in
hamhock and cornbread” and “greens and hawg jowl” with cornbread. At the very bottom of the
menu, it is stated that there is “other stuff when you can get it – or when the cook aint sik.”
Finally, the back page reads, “take this here menu with ya ’n if’n ya’ll liked these vittles tell yore
nabors ’n hope us out – if’n you didn’t - - - - well these here menus have graced better outhouses
’n yourn.”
As the “Ole Timer” mentioned the authenticity delivered by Cracker Barrel, I am left to
contemplate how much of an effort there was to consciously deliver that “authenticity” as early
as 1969. Thanks to the misspelled words, the handwritten, messy style, the unapologetic countryness of it all, I wonder if conveying some sense of authenticity, as the Ole Timer put it, was

Notably, the breakfast menu, as of July 2011, still encourages you to “just loosen your belt” if you order the
“Country Boy Breakfast.”
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indeed something Dan Evins had in mind when he wrote out this menu.77 While I do not doubt
that these elements of the menu were not contrived, I wonder how much discussion there was
regarding the menu’s language. If Evins was inspired by the country stores he patronized as a
child, is what he remembers about them the fact that they were country to the point of lacking
proper education, country to the point of employing cute monikers such as ‘cow juice” instead of
milk? At what point did Evins – and those employed in his increasing number of stores – decide
that writing aigs the phonetically country way was a bit much and might not appeal to a
widening customer base?
Though Evalena Bennett, who worked as Dan Evins’s personal secretary from 1969 until
his retirement as CEO, said she couldn’t remember exactly how long Cracker Barrel’s menus
resembled the original, it could not have been for more than a few years. A booklet produced in
celebration of Cracker Barrel’s 25th anniversary stated, “Fairly early on, Dan decided they
wanted to project a ‘nostalgic’ country image rather than ‘corny’ country, and the Company
began to realize it needed to become more sophisticated and professional.”78 An article on the
company’s website about Bill Holley, who designed the logo that Cracker Barrel has been using
for over twenty-five years, quotes Evins as saying, “Our original menus looked kind of corny
and I wanted to change that. To me, the old country store brought back pleasant memories so we
wanted that nostalgic look in the new logo.” The quote isn’t attributed to a certain year, but the
change had to have happened relatively early on, as Holley met Evins in the 1970s.79
At any rate, most of the “corny” aspects of the original menu were absent by the late
1980s. A Cracker Barrel menu from March 1988 – the only other menu I have other than the
Cracker Barrel spokesperson Jeanne Ludington said that while she was not certain who wrote the original menu,
company legend attributes it to Dan Evins. E-mail message to author, March 5, 2012.
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copy of the original and the current (2011) ones – reveals some of the changes the growing
company had to make to its menu and its image.
The 1988 menu is a tri-fold menu, smaller than its present version, but printed on brown
paper similar to its predecessors and successors. The front cover is made to appear as though it
has been done in cross-stitch. “Cracker Barrel Old Country Store’s Invitation to Good Country
Cookin’,” it reads. Unlike current menus, which are split between breakfast and lunch/dinner,
this menu includes breakfast, lunch, and dinner, all in the one document. In 1988, there were
fewer than one hundred Cracker Barrels. The company had gone public with its stock seven
years prior, and though its biggest growth years were yet to come, it had already met with
success. The menu contains design elements and language from both the old menu and current
ones.
The language of this 1988 menu is more tempered than in 1969, but includes some
sayings that have disappeared from the 2011 one. There are, for instance, little poetic quotations
dotted across its pages that have a sort of generic country ring to them:
Chicken in the bread basket
Peckin’ out dough
“Granny, does your dog bite?”
“No, Chile, no…”
Breakfast choices are listed under a banner reading “Breakfast in the Country,” and though much
more limited than the current menu, they offer some of the classic dishes customers can still
choose from today – “Uncle Herschel’s Favorite,” the “Old Timer’s Breakfast,” the
“Smokehouse Breakfast,” and so on. There is, however, nothing spelled incorrectly on this menu,
with the exception of numerous dropped gs – as in “Dumplins” – a practice that is continued in
current menus. The “country boy breakfast” still remains, though by 1988 breakfast was spelled
with the ‘e’ included. All the cute terms for various foods were also gone by then: eggs are no
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longer aigs, milk is milk, not cow juice; ’mator has become its less interesting version, tomato;
and ‘out house prune,’ is gone altogether. Notably, there is still country ham offered on the
current menu, but by 1988, city ham is absent, replaced by “Sugar Cured Ham.”
By 2012, the breakfast menu has expanded into its own publication, separate from the
lunch/dinner menu, and offers everything from French toast to oatmeal to Cheerios. Remarkably,
‘lasses’ has remained on the current menu: “Jelly or Lasses n’Biscuits.” Underneath that,
however, the description includes the full word “molasses”– “Pure Sorghum Molasses,” to be
specific. “Griddle cakes” are now simply “Buttermilk Pancakes” (also, the biscuits are always
called “Homemade Buttermilk Biscuits”), and the bacon is no longer described as “hickory
smoked” but rather as “thick-sliced.”
The fact that Cracker Barrel’s menu has changed over time isn’t surprising, given the
drastic growth the company experienced between its founding and the present. These changes
indicate an increased sense of formality and structure, as well as the need to appeal to a broader
customer base. More specifically, the nature of these changes reflects the company’s increasing
need to stress things such as “authenticity” and “tradition” over the kitsch that characterized its
earliest menus. As it grew, Cracker Barrel became more careful with its language and its image –
a fact that is most clear when it comes to delving into the corporate side of the company.

Researching the Company
It might not come as big surprise to know that, as a major corporate organization, Cracker
Barrel hasn’t been especially forthcoming with information. While corporate employees have
encouraged me to keep in touch if I have questions, they have conveyed that they are busy. At
the beginning of my research I was granted an interview with Cracker Barrel spokeswoman Julie
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Davis. She answered all of my questions, albeit in a structured and guarded way. She also
encouraged me to keep in touch with her as I continued my research. My most significant
encounter with the company was a visit to the company’s corporate headquarters for a tour of the
décor warehouse, which, while informative, yielded nothing in the way of interviews, and I
wasn’t allowed to record or take photographs. This is not surprising, as the company is big, busy,
and likely wary of any survey or interview, especially given the fact that there have been a
handful of discrimination-related allegations leveled against Cracker Barrel in recent memory.80
To date, there is not a published book that details the history of Cracker Barrel. The most
information on Cracker Barrel, in fact, comes from the company itself, which has an interactive
website that details the “values”, “heritage”, and “story” behind the company. By emailing a
company employee linked through the website, www.crackerbarrel.com, one can receive a press
kit on Cracker Barrel, which includes a map of America that locates every single Cracker Barrel
in the country, a sampler menu that gives an idea of what breakfast, lunch, and dinner are like at
Cracker Barrel, the 2010 Cracker Barrel annual report that details the company’s financial
situation of the past year, a business card for the manager of the nearest Cracker Barrel (in my
case, Batesville), and a small amount of literature concerning the store’s history, décor, and some
“fun facts” (example: Cracker Barrel, in an average year, serves 15.2 million pounds of apples,
49 million cups of coffee, and 151 million fresh eggs).
In July 2011, I noticed a new development on the Cracker Barrel website. It appeared that
the layout of the entire website had changed since May 2011, so I spent some time navigating it.
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Huge alternating photographs made up the background of the site’s homepage, with the phrase
“Join the World’s Longest Front Porch” written across it. What I could see of the old links
remained, but there was an additional link that was of particular interest to me: a link, classed
under the “About Us” section, titled “Student Research.” Its introduction read:
At Cracker Barrel Old Country Store, we’re grateful to students who select Cracker
Barrel for their research projects. We get daily requests for research assistance and
general information. While we regret that we cannot respond to every request, we do
hope the following information is helpful.81
The subsequent paragraphs discussed the confidentiality of information pertaining to the
company’s financial issues, as well as any information that helped “build” Cracker Barrel such
as “recipes, training manuals, Vendors & Supplier relationships and marketing strategies.” The
final section addressed interviews: “We get interview requests every day from students and we
simply don’t have the resources to address every question. We hope this section will address the
questions you have.” The “Student Research FAQs” that followed addressed issues pertaining to
advertising, management and employee structure, as well as the company’s “commitment to
diversity.” The information was helpful in the sense that it was a continuation of the Press
Release kit I had received in the springtime from Cracker Barrel. It was unhelpful in the sense
that it read as dryly as a Press Release kit. I wondered if my questions alone had brought on the
“Student Research” portion of the website. How many students, after all, do research projects on
Cracker Barrel? Was the company really so guarded?
Another online tool the company uses is its Facebook page, created (according to the first
trace of activity on the page) on June 29, 2011. As of late March 2012, the page had 212,015
fans – a number that had more than doubled since late July 2011, when I originally checked and
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saw that it had 70,998 fans. An online moderator posts, from time to time, various questions that
fans who “Like” Cracker Barrel can respond to. For example, on July 20, 2011, the site asked,
“Fill in the blank: My favorite United States road trip attraction is ____.” Within twenty-two
minutes, sixty-five comments had accrued in response. The answers mentioned destinations such
as Gatlinburg, Gettysburg, South of the Border, the Hoover Dam, Gulf Shores, Dollywood, and,
of course, Cracker Barrel – the rocking chairs on the front porch of Cracker Barrel, the Cracker
Barrel sign looming over the interstate, and so on. One woman wrote that seeing the items for
sale in Cracker Barrel stores reminded her of her childhood; another man remarked that his
favorite road trip attraction was, “Any Place Southern. As long as there is a Cracker Barrel along
the way!” Many of the other comments expressed appreciation for Cracker Barrel, some so
enthusiastic they were questionable. Though it is hard to properly measure any company’s
success according to its Facebook page, Cracker Barrel’s page is, even to just a small degree, a
testament to some customers’ appreciation for the company. Many speak of it as a beloved
establishment, and as something that takes them back to the old days, is reminiscent of their
childhood, or represents a welcoming beacon after a long, lonely drive.
Cracker Barrel’s also uses its Facebook page to gather more specific customer feedback.
For instance, there is a ‘questions’ segment on their page that is essentially an ongoing online
poll. One of the questions listed is: “Everybody has their own Cracker Barrel tradition. When do
you visit Cracker Barrel?” The four options are Sunday Brunch; Family Road Trips; Holidays;
and Weeknight Get Together. Unsurprisingly, Family Road Trips took 607 of the 857 votes.
Other things Cracker Barrel posted on its Facebook wall underscored the company’s role
in its customers’ travel plans: “Are you traveling this weekend? If you’re looking for a friendly,
familiar face, feel free to drop by a Cracker Barrel location to eat, shop, and relax!”; “Have you
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made your summer vacation plans? Tell us where you’re going and which Cracker Barrels you’ll
see along the way.” Other posts simply mentioned topics that have bolstered the company’s
reputation, such as its décor: “Have you ever wondered how Cracker Barrel brings history to life
on our walls and ceiling? Follow our restoration process step-by-step to learn how every wall
pays tribute to our nation’s rich history.”
Granted, those who comment on Cracker Barrel’s Facebook page are likely to be fans of
the company in the first place, otherwise they wouldn’t choose to “like” the site. But the amount
of discourse on the restaurant surprised me. People shared memories of Cracker Barrel, lavished
praise upon meals they’d had there, lamented the lack of nearby Cracker Barrels, and so on. Such
was the proliferation of positive language that I began to wonder how, in 2011, a company can
market tradition and heritage so obviously and yet be so successful.82
On the subject of Cracker Barrel’s advertising, it is worth noting that in spring 2011,
the Outdoor Advertising Association of America, Inc. (OAAA) named the company its 2011
OBIE Hall of Fame Award recipient. Based on Cracker Barrel’s billboards, which dot interstates
everywhere and usually consist of three simple words and one illustration (examples: “Family
Meals. Country Store.” with an image of biscuits in a basket; “Dine n’Unwind” with a picture of
a Slinky toy; “Meals. Miles. Smiles.”; “Homestyle. Scratch Made. Goodness.”; “Eat. Shop.
Relax”), the award recognizes “long-standing excellence in the use of outdoor advertising.”83
According to an article in online financial media company The Street, guests at a Cracker Barrel
“are cared for like family while relaxing and enjoying real home-style food and shopping that’s
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surprisingly unique, genuinely fun and reminiscent of America’s country heritage…all at a fair
price.”
Cracker Barrel has also used corporate sponsorship as a means of advertising, and has not
shied away from associating itself with certain organizations that also operate on regional and
“country” qualities. A flagrant example of this is its sponsorship of NASCAR races.84 Even
though it appears to have existed for only a few years, there was once a NASCAR Sprint Cup
race dubbed the Cracker Barrel 500. Its first mention is in 1999 as the “Cracker Barrel 500,” a
race at the Atlanta Motor Speedway. In 2000 and 2001 it existed as the “Cracker Barrel Old
Country Store 500” (peculiar – and telling, perhaps – that they sought to use the company’s full
name in its latter years), but after 2001 Cracker Barrel must have stopped sponsoring the race, as
its mention ends there. Also, prior to that, there seems to have been a smaller race – the Cracker
Barrel 420 – that occurred at the Music City Motorplex in Nashville in 1982. It appears to be the
only other race sponsored by the company. According to Cracker Barrel spokesperson Jeanne
Ludington, the company has had no other dealings with NASCAR.
Bigger than its NASCAR sponsorship, however, is Cracker Barrel’s involvement in
Nashville’s Grand Ole Opry. Though it had sponsored a segment of the show for nearly thirty
years, in 2004, Cracker Barrel became the show’s bigger sponsor since it began in 1925, and it
was renamed “The Grand Ole Opry Presented by Cracker Barrel Old Country Store.”85 That
sponsorship lasted five years, and though Cracker Barrel remains a “proud sponsor” of the show,
it is no longer its “presenting sponsor.”86 This association with country music underscores
Though it has become more technologically advanced and appeals to a broader swath of the population now,
NASCAR’s roots in what historian Pete Daniel calls “lowdown culture” in the South still resound with many
Americans, and thus Cracker Barrel’s sponsorship of NASCAR races is revelatory of the link forged between two
corporate organizations with their roots in the South. See Pete Daniels, Lost Revolutions: The South in the 1950s
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2000), pgs. 91-120.
85 Jeanne Anne Naujeck, “‘Opry’ Adds Cracker Barrel to Name,” The Tennessean, October 2, 2004.
86 “Sponsors,” http://www.opry.com/about/Sponsors.html (accessed March 9, 2012).
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Cracker Barrel’s knowledge of its customer base, as well as its focus on “country” marketing. In
addition to that, it stresses the company’s Tennessee origins in a way that is unabashedly
southern but in a positive, glamorous sense.

Visiting HQ
In mid-September 2011, I had a breakthrough with corporate Cracker Barrel. I was
preparing to drive back up to Lebanon to explore the town a bit more. At the last minute, I
emailed Cracker Barrel spokeswoman Julie Davis, informing her that I would be in Lebanon the
next day and would like to formally meet her, or any other Cracker Barrel employee who might
want to field some of my questions. I also told her I’d love to get into the company’s décor
warehouse.
I wasn’t sure what to expect in response from Cracker Barrel. Within three hours of
writing my email, however, I had a reply – not from Julie, but from another spokeswoman,
Jeanne Ludington, who explained that Julie was in meetings and thus was unable to deal with
me. She asked me for my phone number so that we could talk more easily on the phone, and
within minutes of giving it to her, she called. Jeanne sounded puzzled by my interest in the
company, and seemed to want to make sure that I was not going out of my way to visit
Lebanon.87 She then, much to my surprise, said it would probably be fine for me to visit the
warehouse, and that she could give me a tour in the morning. An hour or so later, she called me
back to confirm our meeting, and so it was that I found myself driving to the Cracker Barrel
headquarters the next morning.
The headquarters, which were once located closer to town in the Mitchell House, are
currently located off of a wide, relatively empty road two exits west of the main Lebanon exit.
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They consist of four large buildings spread across a pleasant, neatly manicured green that
featured walking paths and lots of trees. I even saw what I presumed to be employees powerwalking together. I was mystified by the size of the compound, and drove slowly towards
Building 4, as per Jeanne’s directions.
Building 4 was a large, neat building with a large, neat reception area. There were tall
windows, lots of natural light, and sofas to sit on. I signed in at reception, where an elderly
woman named Peggy was hurriedly fielding phone call after phone call. Taking a break from the
switchboard for a moment, she looked at me and apologized for having a “person in her ear”
before answering the next call. While I waited for Jeanne to appear, I observed the décor in the
waiting room. One wall was adorned with all sorts of plaques and awards Cracker Barrel has
won – most of them designated by the “Consumers’ Choice in Chains.” Other panels featured
photographs and old scraps of paper I couldn’t make out, but which resembled the items that
adorn Cracker Barrel’s walls.
Then Jeanne walked up to me. In her fifties or sixties, she was dressed in business attire
and held a phone and a notepad. Her accent revealed that she was not from the South (later on
she confessed she was a “Yankee”), and her brisk manner conveyed a sense of business and
urgency, but not necessarily impatience. She introduced herself to me and led me straight to the
décor warehouse, just a few minutes’ walk from Building 4.
Cracker Barrel’s décor warehouse is where all the items that adorn Cracker Barrels are
stored and organized before they are sent out to new stores, or stores that need replacement
objects. After I referred to the items as “antiques,” Jeanne corrected me: antiques can only be
designated as such if proven to be over one hundred years old – and dating every object would
either be impossible or too time-consuming for the company to undertake. The language,
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therefore, is a bit tweaked when it comes to discussing the décor: the company website refers to
“real American artifacts, memorabilia and signage” while the pamphlet that comes with the
company’s PR kit does refer from time to time to antiques, though usually in conjunction with
the word artifacts.
As Jeanne led me into the warehouse, she mentioned that Larry might be around. I knew
of Larry from the company’s website and PR kit: Larry Singleton, who inherited the job of
Americana expert and antique collector from his parents, Don and Kathleen Singleton. I was
understandably excited to meet Larry: he represented a direct and genuine link to the company, a
large enough figure to warrant an online presence. In other words, I considered Larry famous. He
shook my hand and looked every part the Americana expert: just as in his photograph on the
company website, he was wearing a plaid shirt and suspenders over some nondescript jeans. He
was friendly, had a strong southern accent, and seemed genuinely enthusiastic about his work.
Jeanne led me away from him to give me a tour of the warehouse, but I was pleased to have my
own sort of (anti) Wizard of Oz experience: Larry was real, and he looked just like he did in the
pictures!
The excitement about Larry, however, soon transformed into shock. The décor warehouse
is huge. It is covers a massive amount of ground, with tall, wide shelves lined up one after
another. It was reminiscent of an IKEA, or a Home Depot: tall, clean, vast, organized. Objects
are classed into groups according to description, such as “Oval Children” (oval portraits of
children), “Traffic lights,” and so on. There were children’s tricycles, old cleaning equipment,
cast iron pots. Unfortunately, Jeanne did not allow me to take any photographs – company policy
– but it was a sight to see. She led me to the area where future Cracker Barrels are planned: a
space the size of one of the restaurant’s segments, with the terraced walls and exact dimensions.
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It’s in that space that decorators, aided by a set of the restaurant’s blueprints, designate the exact
position of each catalogued object set to hang in a new store. Those objects (which are, as I said,
catalogued by a bar code) are then packaged together before being shipped to their future
Cracker Barrel location. On the other side of the warehouse, Jeanne showed me a room where
objects are cleaned and restored. After all, any old, used, rusty object set to hang over a diner’s
table must, of course, be spotlessly clean.
Every object in every Cracker Barrel is original. Granted, many of these objects are
similar, such as the old Coca-Cola ads with smiling women on them, or the traffic lights above
the bathrooms in every store, or the mounted deer heads above every fireplace. As Larry
Singleton explained to me, however, it was not hard to find a traffic light or a deer head or an old
Coca-Cola ad. He stressed that no object is fabricated for the store’s décor. Nothing is made in
that warehouse – only cleaned, restored, catalogued, and shelved before ultimately being shipped
out to a Cracker Barrel location. While the objects do look the same in just about every location
– except to the eyes of a discerning observer, perhaps – this element does give the company a
claim to “authenticity” that many other chains do not possess.
While getting my tour, I asked Jeanne if Cracker Barrel was connected in any way to the
Brooks Shaw and Sons Country Store in Jackson, Tennessee, and she appeared puzzled. She
hadn’t heard of it and said she didn’t think there was any connection. I also asked her if there had
ever been any contentious or controversial objects accidentally (or not) displayed in a Cracker
Barrel, such as any Confederate or Dixie memorabilia. She admitted that she couldn’t answer
that question, but Larry could.
Thus we found ourselves in the cozy office of Larry Singleton, much to my delight. It
contained old objects, naturally: I spotted some sort of animal pelt on a shelf behind his desk,
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and I noticed that he had an old Cracker Barrel menu stuck on the back of his door. I asked him
about it, and he excitedly explained that he had just found an original copy of what he surmised
to be the oldest existing Cracker Barrel menu. He had fact-checked this menu with Dan Evins,
who insisted that the cheapest price of the “Country Boy Brakfast” was $1.85. Larry, however,
had just found an original menu that had the breakfast listed at $1.75, making it the oldest. I
asked if I could make a copy of it, and Jeanne told me there were copies available back at
Building 4, and she would get me one.
As far as contentious objects went, Larry said the company had always avoided using any
Civil War memorabilia whatsoever, and definitely never displayed the Confederate flag or
anything similar. “We’re just an old country store,” he said. This led into a brief discussion about
Cracker Barrel’s image: was it more southern, or more country? He and Jeanne both replied that
it was a country store, Jeanne pointing out that country stores were everywhere, and that as a
self-described Yankee, she did not think of Cracker Barrel as particularly southern. I mentioned
that the menu offered turnip greens and grits, two distinctly southern dishes. Larry laughed.
“Well, there’s that,” he said, without explanation.
True to her word, when we returned to Building 4, Jeanne called her assistant and asked
her to bring down a copy of the old menu. In the meantime, she took me on the tour of the
building. Building 4 is where much of the company’s training takes place. Managers-to-be
loitered about in the courtyard, smoking cigarettes (“It’s a restaurant business thing,” Jeanne
explained of the habit) and looking at their cell phones. The building’s hallways were buzzing
with what appeared to be mostly young professionals, a good mix of men and women. A myriad
of shut doors looked to lead into small meetings, and I heard lots of laughter and chatter and
activity. This was a picture-perfect corporate headquarters. Everybody looked happy. The walls
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were decorated with framed pictures of Cracker Barrel meals, as well as less formal posters
honoring years of “graduating classes” of company managers, collages of photographs and scrap
paper.
Those hallways also led to a practice kitchen, where managers observe how the food is
made and served. Jeanne explained that all the cooks don’t train at the headquarters, but rather
the managers pass on their knowledge at their own stores. The practice food is then sold to the
employees at the corporate HQ, at an extreme discount, so that ultimately nothing goes to waste.
We went back out to the reception area, and there was my menu. Jeanne handed it to me,
along with her business card, and asked if I had any more questions. I did, but I wanted the
chance to synthesize what I had just seen. I also felt that had I stayed much longer I might have
tried Jeanne’s patience. This was, after all, no old country store.
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Figure 2.1: Cookbooks for sale at Cracker Barrel – Batesville, Mississippi, November 2011
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Figure 2.2: Cracker Barrel retail store – East Ridge, Tennessee, December 2011

Figure 2.3: Cracker Barrel Christmas decorations – East Ridge, Tennessee, December 2011
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Figure 2.4: Christmas decorations in Cracker Barrel – East Ridge, Tennessee, December 2011

Figure 2.5: Religious merchandise – Lebanon, Tennessee, February 2012
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Figures 2.6 and 2.7: Merchandise focusing on family values –East Ridge, Tennessee, December
2011
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Figure 2.8: Military-themed merchandise, Cracker Barrel – Batesville, Mississippi, July 2011
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Figures 2.9 and 2.10: Old-fashioned candy – Batesville, Mississippi Cracker Barrel, July 2011
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Figure 2.11: Patriotic merchandise – Batesville, Mississippi Cracker Barrel, July 2011

Figure 2.12: Cracker Barrel food products – Batesville, Mississippi, July 2011
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Figure 2.13: Reproduction of original 1969 Cracker Barrel menu
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Figure 2.14: Reproduction of original 1969 Cracker Barrel menu
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Figure 2.15: Reproduction of original 1969 Cracker Barrel menu
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Figure 2.16: Reproduction of original 1969 Cracker Barrel menu
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Chapter Three
Historical Space, Discrimination, and Corporate Culture

Cracker Barrel is now a large, expanding company with a strong presence in the stock
market and across the nation. While it is clear that the carefully constructed image Cracker
Barrel’s corporate headquarters puts forth is one primarily concerned with attracting a strong
customer base nationwide, there is a complicated and potentially sinister element to the historical
space that Cracker Barrel Old Country Store seeks to imitate. It is hard to pinpoint the extent to
which customers consider a chain restaurant as anything more than a modern convenience, but
whether or not they do, the fact of the company’s history is that it is not only modeled after a
historically segregated institution, but has for years wrangled with allegations of discrimination
against minorities.
Cracker Barrel is not franchised, meaning that the company’s headquarters in Lebanon
heavily supervises each location. All of a restaurant’s decorations come from Lebanon, its
managers are trained in Lebanon, and the food and merchandise each location sells is decided
upon in Lebanon. In other words, the headquarters remain the heart of a store’s operation, no
matter where it is located. This doesn’t mean, however, that the headquarters and its individual
stores have always been completely in synch. Though the national brand of Cracker Barrel
remains responsible for store locations, there is an inevitable divide between the corporate
headquarters and its individual stores that is underscored by clientele and geographical location.
This means that if a Cracker Barrel ever finds itself in any trouble, it is the headquarters that will
speak for it. It is, therefore, hard to distinguish where the headquarters’ influence ends and the
individual store’s character begins. While actions taken by individual stores have landed the
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national brand in trouble, there is no denying that some negative aspects of Cracker Barrel’s
reputation are directly linked to actions taken by the company’s headquarters. The most harmful
of those corporate-level decisions have had to do with contentious merchandise sold in Cracker
Barrels and various discriminatory practices allowed, even encouraged, by the company’s
headquarters. As a result, Cracker Barrel has alienated many potential customers and employees,
as well established for itself a reputation as a place controlled by, and attractive to, bigots and
their ilk. Though the corporate side of the company understandably makes little mention of this
element of Cracker Barrel’s reputation, it has taken steps to mitigate the effects of such thinking.
It has, for example, begun installing electric car charging stations at various locations (a practice
that will likely attract a younger, more liberal type of customer), and uses inclusive images
(including photographs of black, white, and Asian families) in its advertising. The fact remains,
however, that in order to maintain any claim on its niche as an “old country store” that cherishes
values of “times past,” Cracker Barrel must not stray too far from its roots. After all, its southern
narrative, while not used much in the company’s advertising as a regional tool per se, is
nevertheless necessary for the company to substantiate its claims as an authentic, “down-home”
place.

*

Though its decorations are innocuous enough, a Cracker Barrel’s physical structure, as
well as its official title as an “old country store,” is rooted in a historically dark past. That
contentious past is not, of course, what Cracker Barrel, circa 2012, plays upon. It is the “simple”
aspect of that past that the company puts forth more than any other. Indeed, literature concerning
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old country stores describes them as spaces associated with simpler times, despite being rooted
in an age of segregation and racism. Cracker Barrel Tales, published in 1979 by Tennessee
native J.D. Eldridge, is a collection of disjointed stories all “told country store style” and
mentions the joys of going barefoot, attending tiny one-room schools, dealing with outdoor
plumbing, playing marbles, and so on.88 And while the book never so much as mentions race, the
implication is that the book is solely concerned with white people. For instance, of the seventeen
photographs of people in the book, all seventeen are of white people. Above all, though, the book
bears only a mawkish concern with the memories associated with so-called simpler times:
The slight of a beechwood or hickory a burnin’ in an open fireplace is a glory to behold.
The sound of a crackling blaze is ointment to the eardrums, and the fresh smell of
woodsmoke is titillating to the nostrils. All in all, a wood fire on a hearth presents a
picture that is not a bad second in comparison with a golden sunset, a misty waterfall, or
a pale harvest moon.89
Pills, Petticoats and Plows: the Southern Country Store, written by Kentucky historian
Thomas D. Clark and published in 1944, is a curious “history of the country store in the South
from 1865 to 1915,” an “account of an institution which played a major role in the lives of the
rural people of the region.”90 It describes the country store as an operation pioneered by postCivil War Jewish peddlers, who “searched for just the right spots to open stands, and when they
finally located them, emptied their packs onto store shelves and went into business in a
permanent location.”91 Clark writes of the “original sin” that plagued many newly-opened
country stores – thievery:
Since cash was scare in the South, and especially in the rural districts, customers offered
produce for exchange in lieu of money. This was both a convenient and tempting practice
for the newly freed slaves….Thus it became a simple matter for a Negro or a scalawag
88
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white man to steal a few hundred pounds of cotton at night during picking time and carry
it off to an illicit “night” store or deadfall for sale…Sitting around the stores, cotton
farmers watched Negroes and suspicious white people come and go.92
Despite this, Clark describes recently freed slaves’ plight with a touch of sympathy, noting the
fact that African Americans were not only downtrodden by war, but by slavery, and “felt the
pinch even more than the white man.”93 Faced with freedom enough to shop, Clark claims,
recent freedmen became good store customers, but didn’t know how to control their newfound
freedom of choice. They bought according to want rather than need, and the storekeepers’
imperviousness to any color but green, as it were, created an environment in which African
Americans “would suffer least from racial discrimination.”94 That relative good fortune didn’t
last long, however, as unbridled shopping soon led freedmen “back into slavery, not to a
plantation master, but to a conscienceless counter book,” trapped into a form of debt peonage.95
Clark’s book is one concerned with both the social and economic aspects of the country store for
whites, in which African Americans play side roles as hapless customer or occasional thief.
When Clark writes of the “southern countryman” or the “southern farmer” or even simply the
storekeeper, his meaning is clear: they are white. “The porches were literal platforms for delivery
of the rampant speeches of hundreds of flannel-mouthed demagogues who sought every office
from constable to United States Senator,” he wrote.96 And so despite the fact that it might have
been a place of very slight opportunity for African American customers, the country store in the
South was a space dominated by white men. Said sociologist Barbara Combs:
The store, in that old sense, was kind of like a barbershop. It was a place where people
hang out. And so it wasn’t just some place where you went in and you did your business
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and perhaps the person who owns the store is more welcoming to people. It was a
gathering place for, you know, the idea comes to me, for old crackers.97
What’s in a name?
Though the term “cracker barrel” can be taken literally enough, it can also be understood
as a cultural term – one that reflects the company’s values and clientele. Having always
wondered how many others cringed slightly at the term (by this I mean the use of cracker as a
term for poor, uneducated whites), I looked up “cracker barrel” online. Urbandictionary.com had
a variety of definitions, most not fit for print, but the first was “A large wooden structure filled
with old white people.”98 Very funny, and very much in line with some of my more subjective
thoughts. The online version of the 11th version of the Encyclopedia Britannica wrote of
“cracker”:
In the southern states of America, “cracker” is a term of contempt for the “poor” or
“mean whites,” particularly of Georgia and Florida; the term is an old one and dates back
to the Revolution, and is supposed to be derived from the “cracked corn” which formed
the staple food of the class to whom the term refers.99
Dictionary.com defined “cracker-barrel” as an adjective “suggesting the simple rustic informality
and directness thought to be characteristic of life in and around a country store: homespun,
cracker-barrel philosophy.”100 The Merriam-Webster online dictionary claimed the term was
“suggestive of the friendly homespun character of a country store,” and originated “from the
cracker barrel in country stores around which customers lounged for informal conversation.” Its
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first known use, it adds, was in 1916.101 Another website, www.etymonline.com, also defined
“cracker barrel,” as an adjective “emblematic of down-home ways and views,” and dates its
usage from 1877. Significantly, that definition was added under the “hard wafer” definition of
“cracker,” while the derogatory term for poor whites had its own distinctive definition beneath.
In other words, the term “cracker barrel” was linked with food – and not with its personified
usage.102
This literal link to food serves, of course, as the company’s explanation for the term as
well. This is evident in a press release on the “Investor Relations” portion of Cracker Barrel’s
website that details a contest, held in May 2008 and co-sponsored by the Tom Joyner Morning
Show (a TV show hosted by Joyner, an African American, and targeting a black audience) and
African Ancestry, Inc.103 The contest, dubbed the “What’s In A Name Contest,” rewarded its
victors trips to the Tom Joyner Family Reunion, as well as the opportunity to trace their family
lineage by African Ancestry Inc. The article continued:
At last year's reunion, Cracker Barrel team members visited with thousands of reunion
attendees and often answered questions regarding the origin of the company name.
Executives shared the story of how saltine crackers used to be shipped in barrels to old
country stores. When the barrels were empty, they became useful as a place to hold a
checkerboard, a conversation or both. “The Cracker Barrel” became known as a
comfortable place to visit where people would share stories and advice.
While there is little debate as to the definition and origin of the term “cracker barrel” (the
company’s logo bears an image of a cracker barrel, which is explanatory enough) there is still the
issue of an alternate perception of the name. This is especially poignant when considering the
company’s origins (in the South) and some of its discriminatory actions. Said sociologist Barbara
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Combs:
Cracker Barrel old time country store? What does that say to you? … Well what old
country store suggests - old, and it suggests country. And while some people might think
of country in terms of, you know, beautiful pastures and the like, I think of backward, and
a time when my people were in chains. And so it’s not – eating can be a nostalgic
experience as well, and the nostalgia that the total name recalls, no, it doesn’t sound very
welcoming.104
*
The fact that Cracker Barrel was created by a southerner – a southerner who was,
according to the company’s story, not quite the slick businessman type – may lend the company
more originality when it comes to its narrative, but it doesn’t take away from the fact that
Cracker Barrel’s atmosphere is a construction. It is a construction perpetuated by the company’s
corporate team, comprised of both men and women from all over the nation, not just southerners.
In Cracker Barrel’s case, travelers can experience this version of a rural Tennessee country store
outside of the South, making the regional experience a national experience. Starting with the first
Cracker Barrel, however, southerners’ own thoughts and experiences, as well as popular ideas of
the South, have defined the qualities of this “old country store.” Indeed, to some extent,
southerners have perceived non-southerners’ perceptions of the South to be accurate or genuine,
and much of the “authenticity” that Cracker Barrel advertises is loosely based on southern
clichés.
Both southerners’ and non-southerners’ tendency to market and sell “the South” has been
happening for a long time. Writing of the emergence of marketing the South at the end of the
nineteenth century, Karen L. Cox observes: “On both sides of the Mason-Dixon Line,
businessmen sought to capitalize on the marketing and consumption of a Dixie that incorporated
the mythology and traditions of the southern past.” Such an approach sounds similar to the
104
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origins of Cracker Barrel’s conception and successful marketing strategy. Playing on strong
notions of a rural tradition, however, the company has allowed, even encouraged, those notions
to trump those of region. And though the marketed South Cox writes of relied heavily on
“martial iconography, applying images of Confederate generals or the battle flag to promote their
goods,” she adds: “This version of Dixie offered an idyllic counterpoint to modernity –
specifically, to rapid urbanization and industrialization – that created what historian T.J. Jackson
Lears calls ‘feelings of unreality.’”105 In a similar fashion, Cracker Barrel offered respite from
the modernity of the 1960s and 70s, specifically from the modernity of the Interstate highway.
Cracker Barrel’s contrived “country store” atmosphere taps into a strong sense of the unreal –
not only with its old-fashioned decor, but with its convenience, retro and old-fashioned products,
and over-friendly employees. To the extent that traveling on the Interstate highway is a “real”
experience – generally a uniform, monotonous one at that – so Cracker Barrel’s “unreality” has
its own niche in the market of Interstate highway eateries (eateries like Applebees and Red
Lobster, for instance, are hardly paying homage to times past). The paradox, of course, lies in the
fact that in an increasingly urbanized South, Cracker Barrel is the closest many of its customers
will ever be to a country store, even if it is an imitation.
*
Marketing Heritage and Performing Southern Values
“Combining love for the past with futuristic comforts creates odd southern experiences.”
-Anthony Stanonis, Dixie Emporium106
When, in the space of twenty-four hours, you go (as I did deliberately) from the fake New
Orleans of Disneyland to the real one, and from the wild river of Adventureland to a trip
on the Mississippi, where the captain of the paddle-wheel steamer says it is possible to
see alligators on the banks of the river, and then you don’t see any, you risk feeling
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homesick for Disneyland, where the wild animals don’t have to be coaxed.
-Umberto Eco, Travels in Hyperreality107
Marketing “tradition” and “heritage” is a popular approach to advertising and tourism. As
the above quotes illustrate, however, such marketing can create a strange experience, one that
confuses geography, space, and time in an attempt to tap into tourists’ desires. How and why are
ideas of tradition and heritage relevant in the twenty-first century, and what exactly do those
sentiments mean to consumers? How does a company like Cracker Barrel attempt to deliver
those sentiments?
Insofar as identifying the idea of the South as a marketable region goes, one need look no
further than sociologist John Shelton Reed, who stopped at very little in his attempts to define
the region.108 Popular notions of where the South is located and what characteristics define it are
often vague, and because of this, Cracker Barrel often serves as a point of reference for what is
typical southern fare. Since there are Cracker Barrel locations in forty-two states, whether or not
the increasingly widespread accessibility of the company diminishes or strengthens its regional
associations is a difficult question to answer. On one hand, the ubiquity of Cracker Barrel might
mean that one can find “the South” in places like Bismark, North Dakota, but it can also mean
that those customers in Bismark, North Dakota, receive some sort of affirmation of the South’s
distinctiveness (however manufactured) when they eat there. As Reed wrote:
If the Solid South is coming unglued, if racial discrimination is now to be practiced
covertly, if country musicians are playing in Carnegie Hall (and orchestra conductors are
eating chitlins), who can doubt that the South is entering an era in which old times there
will have become forgotten, and Southerners will have taken on all-American attitudes
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and values to go with their newfound all-American prosperity and air pollution?109
Reed’s statement is a broad one, and even a touch dramatic, but his point is clear: what factors
will continue to define the South if those factors are becoming part of culture outside of the
South? It is a question that makes me wonder what customers who shop and dine at Cracker
Barrel think they are consuming. Indeed, at the forefront of the company’s mission is a goal not
to forget the “old times,” but to preserve them. Those preserved “old times,” however, have the
rug of tradition pulled out from under them when one considers that Cracker Barrel is a huge
chain restaurant. Thus begs the question: to what extent are customers play-acting at being
customers in an old country store? How is participating in the act of consuming something
portrayed as “authentic” a positive experience for customers, all of whom must surely know that
Cracker Barrel is in fact not an old country store?
In his introduction to Dixie Emporium, Ted Ownby asks, “What are the components of
southern identity, and who gets to decide? Do people within the South decide, and if so, which
people?” He adds:
On one hand, commercially produced tourist items often rely on a familiarity with what
tourists expect to find and commemorate. In that way, tourist items reflect something old,
familiar, and maybe by some definitions genuine. On the other hand, consumer culture
relies on novelty, with sellers wanting to attract people through their appeal to some new
style or new usefulness.110
If one considers both the retail and the restaurant parts of Cracker Barrel as one component, the
company seems to deliver familiarity in its décor and food (home comforts) but novelty in the
gift shop items, such as certain brands of candy bars like Valomilk and Turkish Taffy, that are
hard to find in other places. In Cracker Barrel’s case, however, those novel items also serve as
traditional items. The fact that Valomilk candy is available at Cracker Barrel links a genuinely
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old candy (Valomilks are made by a family business that started in Kansas 1903 and reached
their heyday in the 1940s-70s) to a constructed new place.111 In other words, Cracker Barrel aims
to be a genuine old country store by selling items that a country store seventy years ago would
sell.
Whether the South is becoming “unglued” or not, Cracker Barrel’s corporate
headquarters have solid ideas about how to manage the company’s image. While Cracker
Barrel’s image might be descended from a segregated and white-dominated way of life, its
corporate headquarters have evidently sought to alter or ignore the negative aspects of that way
of life. For instance, the company’s website stresses a strong patriotic sentiment while featuring
images of customers and employees from all walks of life: young, old, black, white, Hispanic,
single, married. One gets the feeling from going on a virtual tour of the restaurant (available on
the official website) that the company’s regional roots are closer to America’s “Heartland”
(meaning the Midwest) than to the South. Indeed, the word southern remains largely absent from
the website, with the following a rare exception: “Ever since we lit the first burner on the stove
in 1969, it’s been our goal to offer authentic Southern hospitality, serving the very best country
cooking – breakfast, lunch and dinner – to both travelers and neighbors alike.”112 Other than that,
there is scant acknowledgment of the company as a “southern” one. Indeed, one of the website’s
interactive features involves sending an ePostcard for free, yet none of the choices are from
easily-defined “southern” locales. The five selections are from Kansas City, Texas, Florida,
Arizona, and the impossibly vague “Across the Country.”
While few travelers are likely to return from any trip, whether it is to Arizona or
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Alabama, raving about an experience they had at Cracker Barrel, that particular dining
experience signifies choosing to indulge in what the chain restaurant has to offer. Indeed, given
that so many communities have a Cracker Barrel relatively close by, choosing to go to a Cracker
Barrel outside of one’s home region arguably takes on added significance. Because the restaurant
indulges in a type of performance of the South, its ambience and products might serve as a
reminder – to both southerners and non-southerners – of the perceived regional differences
between the South and other parts of the country.
Sometimes, those perceived regional differences have to do with the South as more than
just a different region, but a region stuck in a particular time. In Cracker Barrel’s case, this
perception can be related to the items the store has sold in the past. Those items have, in the past,
been contentious, and have served to do little more than tarnish the company’s reputation. Writes
Anthony J. Stanonis:
The faux-country-store design of the Cracker Barrel Old Country Store restaurant chain,
which first appeared in Lebanon, Tennessee, in 1969, celebrates an era when the South
remained largely rural and isolated. The architecture also recalls a period when deference
to white authority went unquestioned, a point magnified by the sale of Confederate flag
bandanas and mammy dolls in the store portion of each restaurant through the 1980s.113
The inclusion of mammy dolls and Confederate flag memorabilia delivered a clear message to
many consumers: Cracker Barrel was not only emblematic of the South, but of the Old South.
This negative perception largely affected the company’s reputation, and though Cracker Barrel
expanded tremendously starting in the 1990s, with that expansion grew increasing public
discomfort over its “Old South” image.

*
Cracker Barrel’s Double-Sided Reputation
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The South has left behind sharecropper shacks and handpicked cotton. But even a
postmodern South seeded with themed chain restaurants and tacky amusement parks
remains tied to its location and history.
-Anthony Stanonis, Dixie Emporium114
Given Cracker Barrel’s size, its corporate headquarters can only control its reputation to a
certain extent. As discussed in Chapter Two, those efforts consist of careful marketing through
language, images, and customer experience. The corporate side of the company promotes a
return to simpler times, one with vague implications of time and geography, but with a clear
desire to tap into a sense of nostalgia, whether the customer has reason for feeling nostalgic or
not. Beyond that reputation, however, there exists an altogether different impression of the
company, transformed into something more negative and hostile, and independent of the
corporate company’s current desires and goals. This reputation is built not only on the space that
Cracker Barrel imitates (as illustrated in the first part of this chapter), but also on the company’s
track record of discrimination against minorities. The company’s discriminatory actions, no
matter when or where they took place, have left a distinct impression on much of the public, and
linger with a justifiable vengeance.
*
To begin, however, it is worth exploring the instances in which public perception of
Cracker Barrel reflects exactly what the company’s project values illustrate. Though it is likely
more well-known as a chain restaurant than an genuine old country store, some still revere
Cracker Barrel as a place where diners can get a “wholesome” meal in a place with a home-like
atmosphere. When a new Cracker Barrel opened near the campus of Penn State University in
June 2011, the university newspaper quoted a student as saying:
I think there will certainly be an interest especially to those students who are willing to
114
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venture away from downtown to give this new restaurant a shot…[Cracker Barrel] brings
a menu that is based off of wholesome country cooking which provides a change in what
your typical franchise brings to the table, [for example,] a steakhouse, seafood, or
Italian…Additionally, the menu is one that a lot of people at Penn State can relate to
because it brings a nostalgia effect of home cooking that is not readily available to most
college kids.115
The student’s reaction, as strangely scripted as it might seem, reflects an apparently genuine
belief that Cracker Barrel serves not just “country” fare, but wholesome country food. The
relationship between “wholesome” and “country” intact, Cracker Barrel is able to set itself apart
from other franchises. In a university setting, it also has the boon of, as the student mentioned,
creating a sense of nostalgia for college students who miss their home-cooked food. This is not
identical to the nostalgia for a country store, but it is nostalgia all the same.
Similarly, in Morehead, Kentucky, there was also a commotion over Cracker Barrel, but
of a nature that had more to do with tourism than with food. When Cracker Barrel announced
that it was going to build in the town, the news was seen as a boon to the town’s tourist industry:
Terri Alderman, executive director of the Morehead Tourism Commission, said the
new facility would help promote Morehead and Rowan County as tourist destinations.
“As they have done elsewhere, Cracker Barrel will decorate the Morehead store with
historical artifacts related to this area and that will encourage side trips by their
customers,” she said. “We have been looking forward to this for a long time.”116
An update on the Morehead Cracker Barrel ran in December 2011, reminding readers that the
restaurant’s “signature hearth and fireplace will soon glow warm and bright.” Its opening was
heralded as an opportunity for about 150 jobs, as well as a place to dine on Valentine’s Day. It
also promised a unique pull for native Kentuckians: Jeanne Ludington, the company’s
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spokesperson, was quoted in the article as saying that the Morehead location’s interior design
would be “sure to include artifacts significant to Rowan County and Eastern Kentucky.”117
In addition to conveying a home-like image, Cracker Barrel often comes across as a
southern establishment rather than simply a country one. Its logo is, for example, on the cover of
a 1993 book titled Having It Y’all, which claims to be “The Official Handbook for Citizens of
the South and Those Who Wish They Were.” The cover of the book bears a cartoon of a
Southern-belle type character: white, ribbons in her perfect hair, a white gown slipping off her
small shoulders and cinching at her tiny waist. She’s surrounded by food: her arm rests on a KFC
bucket, she’s holding an RC Cola in one hand and a GooGoo Cluster in another. A packet of
“country candies” from Cracker Barrel (logo and all) lies next to a Moonpie, which lies next to a
plate of biscuits, which lies next to a bottle of Jack Daniels and some Tabasco. Magnolias and a
football frame this spread, and a red BMW peeks from behind the girl’s back. She wears a rather
droll look on her face. Though the book’s content makes no actual mention of the restaurant, the
use of the Cracker Barrel logo in association with so many other established southern brands
bears witness to the fact that some consider it to be a part of the South – an the image of the
South.
That warm, friendly reputation, however, only extends so far. There is plenty in Cracker
Barrel’s recent past to call up a different impression of the company. While there are other chain
restaurants that have been accused of discrimination (Denny’s, for example, which during the
early 1990s was involved in a number of discrimination-related lawsuits), Cracker Barrel’s is one
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of the most prolific cases of a chain company attracting this negative attention – and its
reputation as a southern establishment seemed only to exacerbate the accusations. 118
Cracker Barrel’s discriminatory practices were first highlighted in the national media in
1991, when back-up cook Cheryl Summerville was fired from a Douglasville, Georgia Cracker
Barrel for being a lesbian. Her termination came after the company announced a new policy
dictating that it would tolerate nothing but “normal heterosexual values” in the workplace.119
Summerville found she was unable to sue, as it was not against the law at the time in Georgia to
fire an employee because of sexual orientation. Instead, she drummed up support for protests and
boycotts, and before long began attracting the attention of the national media. In December 1991,
she was a guest on Larry King Live, and during the show King (who described Cracker Barrel as
a “chain in the American South,” which it largely was at that time) quizzed her about her
experience. Said Summerville:
Last Tuesday of last week we went to a stockholders’ meeting….At that time, Dan Evins,
the president of the company, slandered me, slandered several of the other people. He
said that we were fired for inappropriate behavior on the job….Dan Evins [said] that we
were not fired for being gay; that we were fired because we showed inappropriate
behavior on the job. And that’s not true. I was never reprimanded for anything. I had just
been offered a promotion to become a trainer and they fired me two weeks later.120
Summerville had been employed at Cracker Barrel for over three and a half years, and her
termination was an example of discrimination by the company. Her termination notice clearly
stated the reason she was fired: “This employee is being terminated due to violation of company
policy. The employee is gay.”121 The discussion on Larry King Live did not focus exclusively on
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sexual orientation, however. It also focused on the company’s discriminatory practices towards
its black employees. Lynn Cothren, co-chair of Queer Nation, who was a guest alongside
Summerville, said:
The issue does not only affect gays and lesbians, but also other minorities such as women
and African Americans. The Cracker Barrel chain has clearly shown that it is
discriminatory towards not only gays and lesbians, but they have things such as the
‘mammy doll’ – the ‘mammy doll’ and the ‘sambo’ memorabilia, also the Confederate
flags, the Redneck Handbook, other items that they have in the store have clearly shown
that it’s more than just a hate for gays and lesbians. It’s a white group of men who feel
that they can dictate and say, ‘We’re a good ol’ boy system. This is the South. Let’s go
back to yesteryear.’122
Summerville’s firing became the linchpin of a national protest against Cracker Barrel, and a
strong pro-gay/anti-Cracker Barrel sentiment that lasts to this day. In March 1991 an article titled
“Cracker Barrel comes under fire for ousting gays,” ran in Nation’s Restaurant News. “This is
clearly one of the most heinous examples of corporate homophobia in recent memory,” the
article quoted Robert Bray, a spokesman for the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force as saying.
The article continued: “Responding to those charges and to others that were reportedly made by
civil-rights activists after the issue became public, Cracker Barrel discontinued what had
reportedly been a store-by-store purge of gay staffers.”
The company’s reaction to this attention was tepid. It first issued a statement claiming,
“It is inconsistent with our concept and values …to continue to employ individuals…whose
sexual preferences fail to demonstrate normal heterosexual values which have been the
foundation of families in our society.” Its second statement was a half-hearted retraction at best,
claiming the company had “revisited” its “thinking on the subject,” and that it would “deal with
any disruptions in [its] units, regardless of the cause, on a store-by-store basis.” Whatever that
statement meant, the damage was done. Cracker Barrel continued to defend itself by claiming it
122
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had not violated the law (which was correct), and citing its company statement, which
emphasized a focus on “traditional American values.”123
After that, Cracker Barrel’s reputation as a place unfriendly to minorities was cemented,
and for the next dozen years it operated much as it always had. Eventually, its lack of action
worked against the company. In the years following Summerville’s boycott, an increasing
number of allegations of racism cropped up. In 2000, “a local human rights commission awarded
$5,000 in damages to a black employee in Kentucky after she suffered racial and religious bias in
the scheduling of shifts.” Shortly after that, a number of Cracker Barrel employees teamed up
with the NAACP in a discrimination-based class-action lawsuit against the company – and then
another, and then another.124 In 2004 another large lawsuit was filed against the company, yet
again in regard to discrimination. According to the Department of Justice website, in 2004:
The Justice Department’s complaint alleges that Cracker Barrel violated Title II of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 by engaging in a pattern or practice of discrimination against
African-American customers and prospective customers on the basis of their race or
color. Specifically, the complaint alleges that Cracker Barrel: allowed white servers to
refuse to wait on African-American customers; segregated customer seating by race;
seated white customers before African-American customers who arrived earlier; provided
inferior service to African-American customers after they were seated; and treated
African-Americans who complained about the quality of Cracker Barrel's food or service
less favorably than white customers who lodged similar complaints. 125
It wasn’t over. Two years later there was talk of another lawsuit, brought by the Reverend Al
Sharpton and Rose Rock (comedian Chris Rock’s mother), concerning discrimination against
Ms. Rock, who claims she was refused service in a Murrells Inlet, South Carolina restaurant.126
What is notable in the article is the language: “Cracker Barrel to face another lawsuit” and
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“Cracker Barrel…has already settled a 2004 discrimination lawsuit with the U.S. Justice
Department.” It immediately becomes clear that the incidents are perhaps part of a pattern. The
article also mentions an incident earlier in 2006, in which the company paid $2 million in order
to settle a case in which fifty-one employees in three restaurants in Illinois who claimed to have
been sexually or racially harassed.127
Efforts to curtail the effects of discriminatory practices have been marginally successful,
if media coverage is anything to go by. A 2003 article from the gay and lesbian magazine The
Advocate reported on Cracker Barrel’s “about-face,” celebrating the fact that, after twelve years,
the company was “adding sexual orientation to its written employee nondiscrimination
policy.”128 In 2005, an article ran in the San Diego Union-Tribune titled “Racist Stigma Lingers
at Cracker Barrel.” “Fifteen years after it was first accused of mistreating minorities, the stigma
still lingers at Cracker Barrel Old Country Store – belying the welcoming facade created by
rocking chair-filled porches at the chain's restaurants,” the article begins. It summarizes the
efforts that the company, then still reeling from the $8.7 million discrimination lawsuits of 2004,
had made to redress minority groups who felt they had been slighted by Cracker Barrel.
According to the article, the company had started outreach programs, among them one that
helped teach English to Spanish-speaking employees. It had also recently opened a restaurant
near a west Atlanta black neighborhood, and the location was apparently being “well-received”
by the community. As the article highlighted, however, such efforts were “still viewed with some
skepticism in some quarters. ‘Cracker Barrel has come a long way, but they still have a long way
127
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to go,’ said Daryl Herrschaft, a deputy director with the Human Rights Campaign, a gay and
lesbian advocacy group.’” 129
That reticence extended not only to minority groups (particularly African-Americans and
the LGBT community), but to those who don’t want to be associated with such discrimination.
That included potential customers. As one article quoted a business editor as saying, “‘Cracker
Barrel isn’t going to be in the South and Midwest forever. Eventually they will have to face the
issue – like it or not.”130 Said sociologist Barbara Combs: “I think a number of people probably
made conscious decisions not to [patronize Cracker Barrel] because there was like an EEOC
[Equal Employment Opportunity Commission] charge, I think the Justice Department got
involved, and many local NAACP chapters became involved too.” Combs also observed that
locals would definitely know if the nearest Cracker Barrel was practicing any form of
discrimination, but might not be aware of it on a national level. She also linked the
discrimination against African-Americans to the way Cracker Barrel had treated the LGBT
community:
None of the stores are, they’re all corporate owned, and so who profits is not an
individual franchisee that I might know and say ok, they’re a good person. Who profits is
a company, and a company that had practices for a long time, cause it wasn’t just
African-Americans, they had problems with the gay and lesbian population as well. So
it’s like ok, so I’m going to take my money and support them so they can support causes I
don’t believe in.
Her opinion was echoed in an article on Cracker Barrel written by John Howard of King’s
College in London, who observed that “corporate bias against one cultural group may prove a
useful predictor of bias against others.”131
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Combs also mentioned, in reference to Denny’s – which originated in California, but
moved its headquarters to Spartanburg, South Carolina, in 1991 – the importance of location as
related to perceptions and allegations of discrimination.132 Given that the company’s
discrimination lawsuits started around that time, however, its headquarter-move might not
exactly have worked in its favor. Said Combs:
When you are a company that is said to be discriminating against African Americans,
and there is a question as to whether or not this comes from the top down, top
management down, or whether it’s a pattern or practice that they’ve been made aware of
and not stopped, as soon as you say, and it may not be right and it may not be true, but as
soon as you say ‘The company is located in Spartanburg, South Carolina,” it’s like ok,
yeah, they did it. They did it.
This makes one wonder to what degree Cracker Barrel’s original location and current
headquarters affects its nationwide perception. “Lebanon, TN” is printed in the corner of every
one of its menus, but that is the extent of the town’s (or the state’s) visibility in Cracker Barrel
locations. When I asked her if she really thought that a good portion of the African American
community really thought the name “Cracker Barrel” was a reference to crackers in the whitetrash sense of the word, she laughed and said probably not. There has been, she pointed out, a reappropriation of the word ‘cracker’ that has allowed it to become a source of pride for those who
can claim the description for themselves. This re-appropriation has led to books like Ecology of a
Cracker Childhood by Janisse Ray, Cracker Queen by Lauretta Hannon, and the cookbook The
Cracker Kitchen, by Janis Owens, which claims to be “A Cookbook in Celebration of
Cornbread-Fed, Down Home Family Stories and Cuisine.”
That said, Combs explained that simply by virtue of the word cracker being included in
the restaurant’s name, combined with its history of discriminatory actions and its visibly white
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clientele, the restaurant might not strike African Americans as the most ideal location for a lunch
stop.

Other Effects and Political Associations
Such is the perception of Cracker Barrel as a certain place that attracts a certain customer
that it became prominent in a number of articles related to the 2012 presidential election. A
December 2011 editorial in the Washington Post titled “Will the 2012 election be a contest of
Whole Foods vs. Cracker Barrel shoppers?” sparked the discussion, which involved much backand-forth about voter generalizations. Author David Wasserman, a political analyst, connected
various elements to Cracker Barrel and its associated images: pickup trucks, a distinct lack of
European cars, country music concerned with “the way things were,” and an affordable heap of
chicken and dumplings, which he pointed out as being one of Cracker Barrel’s signature dishes.
On the flip side, he associated Whole Foods with Toyota Priuses, European luxury cars, boutique
cupcake shops, pricey organic juice, eco-concern, and a nearby posh neighborhood.
Pointing out that both companies have hundreds of locations and operate as huge
corporate empires, Wasserman used them as signifiers of American cultural divides – Cracker
Barrel customers as Republicans and conservative, and Whole Foods customers as Democrats
and liberal. “In 2012, the campaign might be a contest between these alternate universes of
culture and cuisine: Whole Foods Markets and Cracker Barrel Old Country Stores.” The article
concludes: “Though Whole Foods refused to comment for this story, Cracker Barrel says there’s
no connection. ‘Politics don’t play any role in our site selection process,’ said Julie Davis, a
spokeswoman for the company.”133
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Responses to Wasserman’s article pointed out that there was a vast gulf between Whole
Foods shoppers and Cracker Barrel shoppers, and that most American voters fell into that gulf.
“The Whole Foods vs. Cracker Barrel argument is easy because there’s not much overlap there,”
one columnist wrote in response. “But in fact, 2012 campaigns will mostly be targeting the
middle ground, those who can’t afford to shop at Whole Foods and may still be offended by
Cracker Barrel’s history of discrimination.”134 The point remains, however, that Wasserman’s
metaphor was understood: Wasserman cites Whole Foods as attracting a more liberal clientele,
while choosing Cracker Barrel as the sympol for the other side of the spectrum.
Later that same month, The New York Times ran an article titled “Southern Farmers
Vanquish the Clichés,” in which author Julia Moskin addresses the “hayseed image” of southern
food, “the insiders who feed that image and the ignorant outsiders who believe in it.” It is an
image that has too much to do with Paula Deen, she suggests, and too little to do with the south’s
agrarian roots. “Today, purists believe, Southern cooking is too often represented by its worst
elements: feedlot hams, cheap fried chicken and chains like Cracker Barrel,”135 she writes. When
picked up by Fox News, the article was dismissed as one written by “food snobs” who were
“denigrating” Cracker Barrel and declaring southern cooking as “undignified.”136
The political implications of this debate are the same as the first one. Cracker Barrel is
favored by those with more conservative opinions (Fox News sprung to its defense) and
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dismissed by more liberal ones (the New York Times). How much these perceptions have to do
with the company’s image and/or the company’s actions is hard to tell. Its image is largely out of
its corporate group’s control due to long-standing cultural and political associations.
Corporate Cracker Barrel’s lack of control isn’t for lack of trying, however. The company
has made various attempts to attract new customers to its stores, among them the seemingly
radical step of installing electric car chargers at some of its locations. On October 31, 2011, the
company unveiled its first electric car charger at its Lebanon location. Plans to install a total of
twenty-four chargers along the interstate between Nashville, Knoxville, and Chattanooga
promised drivers of Nissan Leaf cars opportunities to drive the greenest way possible.
Meanwhile, Cracker Barrel was lauded in the press as a “forward-thinking company,” one that
was not only providing eco-friendly options for drivers but also staying true to its roots as a place
to fuel up.137 Cracker Barrel spokeswoman Julie Davis was quoted in articles as highlighting that
return to the company’s roots. Read one article:
“I think it's fair to say that Cracker Barrel is making a substantial investment in this
project because we like to think that our guests will be pleased to see Cracker Barrel
taking an active role in exploring energy alternatives that are aimed at protecting the
environment,” Davis said. The charging stations are a way of showing that Cracker
Barrel is “focused on the future, even as we provide guests with a genuinely hospitable
experience reminiscent of a time past,” she added.138
That combination of narrative and company development largely defines Cracker Barrel’s
business strategy, and is an example of how the company continues to be mindful of the
importance of origins story in marketing – even if that marketing is aimed at a potentially
difference customer base.
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Given that the electric car chargers have only recently been installed, however, it is too
early to tell if they have affected Cracker Barrel’s customer base. Indeed, it might never be
possible to distinguish whether or not the customers who stop there differ significantly from the
company’s past clientele. The fact that the chargers have been installed, however, reflects the
company’s desire not only to create a buzz in the news, and thus acquire more business, but to
attract younger clientele – and that is a reflection of the company’s evolving sense of selfawareness. That sense of self-awareness, while typical (and necessary) for a growing company,
has undoubtedly grown out of much of Cracker Barrel’s past issues with negative customer
perception, and harmful regional implications.
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Figure 3.1: The non-discrimination policy displayed in the entrance of all Cracker Barrels

Figure 3.2: The Nissan Leaf car charger, installed in select Cracker Barrels in Tennessee –
Lebanon, February 2012
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Conclusion
Danny was often asked if he had ever thought that Cracker Barrel would grow so large
and become such a favorite with guests. He would respond with a mock-serious “yes,”
and then smile as he added an offer to sell the Brooklyn Bridge to anyone who was naïve
enough to believe that he had planned such growth in advance. But he knew that the idea
of an old country store would be well-received outside of the South, in parts of the
country that had as their traditions the very similar general stores and trading posts of the
old days.
- Cracker Barrel, Cracker Barrel Says Goodbye to Founder Dan W. Evins139
On January 14, 2011, Dan Evins died of cancer. He was 76 years old. News of his death
traveled swiftly over the Internet, making it to most major news sources within two days. These
articles, all clearly structured after the above press release, spoke of the company’s founding,
saying: “The restaurant catered to highway travelers and focused on offering the Southern
hospitality, country-style cooking and the gift shop that came to define the chain. [Evins]
fashioned the restaurant after the country stores of his youth in rural Tennessee.”140 Another
obituary, from the New York Times, wrote, “The restaurant was named after the practice of
customers gathering at country stores to share news and play checkers on top of an empty barrel
that had been used to deliver crackers to the store.”141 Most articles quoted the company’s
Executive Chairman, Michael Woodhouse, as saying, “Danny was a straight-shooter and
dedicated to authenticity.”142 CEO Sandra Cochran was quoted as saying, “Cracker Barrel has
remained true to Danny’s vision in many ways, including the insistence on quality products at a
fair price, and on genuine Southern hospitality. How Danny thought about his guests and his
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business from the beginning is captured in ‘Pleasing People,’ our mission statement.” She added,
“We will continue to protect the concept and honor Danny’s legacy by staying true to the brand
and to the principles that were there at the beginning.”143
Condolences expressed on the company’s Facebook page began the day of Evins’s death
and before news of his passing was widely circulated, suggesting that some of those who wrote
on the page were either in the know or connected with the Evins family in some way. After the
first “R.I.P. – Dan” comment was posted (by a fan, not the company), another fan commented
with “oh no…I heard he had been sick.” Meanwhile, the company never made an announcement
on its Facebook page, choosing instead to simply allow fans to write their own messages. Those
messages, most of which were posted on or after January 15th, often spoke of “Danny” as a
family friend and a lifelong friend, as well as a businessman with an admirable business model.
Employees of the company, both former and current, posted about meeting Evins and being
honored to work for him. A blogger wrote on her blog, “Thank you Dan for bringing the South to
the North and the East and the West.”144
In his hometown paper, the Lebanon Democrat, an article titled “Friends remember Dan
Evins as a quiet, humble man with a vision and loyalty,” described Evins as private, smart, and a
good businessman. The article quoted Benton Van Winkle, a friend of Evins’s, as saying, “‘I
know that Danny did a lot for Lebanon and this community. He didn’t want a lot of credit for it.
He was a friend to many and he will be missed.”145
News of his death also brought on another type of reaction, most evident in the comments
left after various articles on his death were published. “So now Cracker Barrel will be left in the
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hands of someone socially tolerant who makes relatively healthier food? Outrage!” wrote one
reader in response to news of his death published on The Daily What.146 Many were quick to
point out that Cracker Barrel, and Evins, at one point actively pursued an anti-gay agenda, as
well as discriminated against black customers. “I've always made a point of NOT patronizing
this racist and homophobic establishment. Perhaps with the death of its bigoted founder, the
restaurant management will bring it’s [sic] practices into the 21st century,” a reader said in
response to the Washington Post coverage.147 Another comment on the same article read, “He
didn't want to hire gay people because they don't exhibit ‘normal’ heterosexual values like his:
marrying as many times as needed, throwing tons of children into this planet, being racist...all
excellent heterosexual values.”148 One article, published online at Project Q, an Atlanta-based
news blog concerned with gay news and activism, was titled “Cracker Barrel founder
remembered best as bigot,” and quoted Cheryl Summerville, the lesbian who was fired from
Cracker Barrel in 1991.149 Whatever one’s opinion (and they ran the gamut), the truth about
Evins’s life and legacy is perhaps most evident in the New York Times article that ran after his
death, which opened by summarizing what Evins was most known for: “Danny Evins, who
created Cracker Barrel Old Country Store, a restaurant heavy on grits and nostalgia, expanded it
into a $2 billion chain and then fought a losing battle to discriminate against gay employees, died
Saturday in Lebanon, Tenn.”150
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And so the different perceptions of Evins, and his creation, continue. Southern and
country, friendly businessman yet possible bigot, loyal Lebanon native and nationally-renowned
entrepreneur, his reputation parallels that of his company years after his departure from it as
CEO. His brainchild, however, will soldier on. Cracker Barrel posted news of his death on their
website, quietly, in the “Newsroom” section. Its Twitter page announced nothing; its Facebook
page only reflected his death in fans’ comments, not in anything the company itself posted.

*

I never interviewed Dan Evins. I never had the chance to. Corporate employees could not
or would not put me in touch with him, and anyway I suspect that by the time I began this
research, he was already quite ill. Evins family friend Tony McCartney had told me in
September 2011 that Dan Evins was ailing and likely wouldn’t want to talk, and sure enough,
nobody ever answered the telephone number listed for him in the White Pages.
And though I didn’t expect to have the chance to speak to Evins anyway (he seemed like
too large a figure), I badly wanted to. I wanted to encounter what I considered to be the most real
thing the company had to offer: its creator. I have craved that reality. Over the course of my
doing research on Cracker Barrel, I have often wondered if my own cynicism and/or attempts at
objectivity have gotten in the way of some sort of truth about the company. Sometimes I have
gotten the feeling that my approach to the company’s story – an approach influenced by a year
and a half of reading deeply and sociologically into cultural phenomena, as well as a vague
distrust of large companies – has served to obscure some of the facts of Cracker Barrel’s
presence, and history.
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In other words, I have been haunted by the suspicion that there really is a very genuine,
good story about Cracker Barrel, and it’s a story that the company’s employees might very well
believe in, and practice, and feel for. My tendency has been to resist what I assumed were
regurgitated marketing spiels, to second-guess everything. Protected by a shield of knowledge
and objectivism, I have resisted the urge to believe in Cracker Barrel’s story. I have reminded
myself that it is a huge chain restaurant, as impersonal as it could possibly get, and one with a
track record of discrimination to boot.
This defense is one that crumbles most easily when I visit Lebanon and talk to people
about Cracker Barrel, and never has it been weaker than during a visit I made on the first day of
February 2012, just over two weeks after Dan Evins died.
I drove to Lebanon that day primarily to take photographs but also to just talk to whoever
was willing and see what would happen. My first stop was the chamber of commerce, where I
explained my interest in Cracker Barrel to the receptionist, and asked her if she could point me in
the direction of more information on the company. “You need to speak to Jack Cato,” she said
immediately, and picked up the phone and called him. They had a brief exchange, and when she
hung up she told me he was waiting for me at his business, just off of Lebanon’s town square.
She explained to me that Cato was on Cracker Barrel’s original board of directors, and that he
loved talking about it.
This sounded promising. I followed the receptionist’s directions to Cato’s business, just a
few minutes’ drive from the town square. A door marked Cato Industrial Development marked
his office, and when I walked in I found myself staring down a long room lined with bookshelves
and framed pictures, and with a pool table occupying the middle. At the end of it, where there
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was a kitchenette, there sat an old man at a table. Two women, one who looked to be his age, and
another perhaps half his age, puttered about around him, cleaning up dishes.
He knew who I was when I walked in, and greeted me warmly. I sat down and tried my
best to explain to him why I was interested in Cracker Barrel. After I told him I was studying
Southern Studies and was writing about Cracker Barrel for my thesis, he smiled. “Well, you
couldn’t get any more southern,” he said. He was, incidentally, in the middle of burning a series
of DVDs about Dan Evins and Cracker Barrel for friends. The DVDs were a collaboration of
press interviews with Evins over the years, and had been made by the company. Some of them
also focused on Uncle Herschel, Evins’s uncle and former Cracker Barrel “Good Will
Ambassador” until his death in 1998. When I asked him how he got the videos, Cato replied that
he “scrounged” them, but that Uncle Herschel himself had given him one.
In fact, Cato spoke more of Uncle Herschel than of Evins. He said he was “one of the
nicest people [he’d] ever met in [his] life,” and described, with visible emotion, the fishing trips
the two used to go on together. He spoke to me while replaying one of the videos about Herschel,
in which a female Cracker Barrel employee describes seeing him: “Well, it’s like being at home
and your grandfather walking in…When you’re talking to Uncle Herschel, you have the same
feeling that you have when you finally reach home after a long journey.” Employees in the video
go on to say that Herschel was the “grandfather of Cracker Barrel,” and “the person that
epitomizes Cracker Barrel.” “He’s just a true southern gentleman, and the morals that he has and
the things that he portrays are just wonderful for our young people,” one woman concludes.
When asked about his own involvement in Cracker Barrel, Cato seemed to get nostalgic.
“In the beginning, we didn’t have an office,” he said. “We didn’t have anything.” Cato was
working with Dan Evins’s brother, Eddie, at the time, and it was Eddie who approached him
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asking if he would put in the $10,000 worth of stock that Evins was asking from his original ten
supporters (the ten who formed the first board of directors). “I told Eddie, ‘It’s the craziest thing
I’ve ever done in my life, but I’ll do it,’” Cato recalled, adding that he thought the idea to build
locations along interstates was “crazy.” He explained that nobody at the original Cracker Barrel,
Evins included, knew much about the restaurant business. The food they served came from many
of Evins’s family recipes, and Cato described it as, simply, “just southern cooking.” And though
he said that he thought Cracker Barrel had not changed very much since his involvement in it
(Cato left the board of directors in 1984), he did note that “none of us [the original board] have
anything to do with [Cracker Barrel] anymore.”
That transformation – from intense personal experience to disconnect with a large
corporate entity – didn’t seem to irk Cato. He spoke of Cracker Barrel with pride, and I began to
realize that for this man, who was born during the Depression to a farming family and who had
become wealthy because of Evins, his memory of being involved was good enough:
It’s still unbelievable. When I go – like if I go to Atlanta, or Macon, Georgia, or
somewhere, wherever I go, and I walk in a Cracker Barrel, I think, you know, we started
this thing in Lebanon, Tennessee. And it’s really unreal. Really. To think that we did
that right here and it’s – and what it’s done today.151
As he spoke, he got more enthused about sharing the Cracker Barrel story with me, and
encouraged me to return to Lebanon the following morning to continue to do some work. I did,
and was surprised when he left me alone in his office for an hour to pore over old newspaper
articles about Cracker Barrel that he and his wife had collected. When he returned, Cato insisted
on taking me to meet Evalena Bennett, who worked as Evins’s personal secretary for the
duration of his involvement with Cracker Barrel. Bennett sat behind a large, crowded desk in a
cozy office near the Mitchell House, and welcomed me warmly. She, too, spoke fondly of
151
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Cracker Barrel’s early days, of the havoc and excitement and disorganization of the first store.
She and Jack Cato bounced memories back and forth, and from these two, I heard a more
personal side of Cracker Barrel’s origins story. Bennett was also slightly more open about the
differences between Cracker Barrel circa 1969 and Cracker Barrel circa 2012. In a phone
conversation I had with her later, she said of the first Cracker Barrel on highway 109: “It was
small. It only had like, one dining room and it had a gift shop, which took up probably the
biggest portion of the square footage. This gift shop looked totally different than the way stores
do today with all their commercialism.”152
After introducing me to Bennett, driving me out to the tiny local airport to meet an air
traffic director who knew Evins, and inviting me to eat lunch with him at Cracker Barrel, Cato
asked if I could come back for a third day in a row so that he could introduce me to more people
who were involved in Cracker Barrel’s early days. I had to say no. My research had to end at
some point, and anyway, I had to keep some sort of perspective on what I was researching in the
first place. What had this project turned in to? How could I reconcile the personal aspects of my
research with the impersonal ones?
In conclusion, I think it’s impossible to reconcile the personal with the corporate in
Cracker Barrel’s case. To attempt to link, for example, Cato’s own experience with larger
implications of corporate southern performance would be futile. Cracker Barrel is a different
company in 2012 than it was in 1969. So rehearsed in corporate culture is its origins story that its
origins don’t actually matter much anymore. For the company’s customers, it’s the mere
existence of the story that counts. For those personally involved with Cracker Barrel in its
earliest days, the memory of that experience, juxtaposed with the company’s dramatic growth,
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seems to matter most. For me, I realized that Cracker Barrel has harnessed itself to ideas of
southern – and American – identity, no matter how loosely based on true experience those ideas
might be. And while the harsher aspects of Cracker Barrel’s culture – the fact that the historic
space it imitates is rooted in the segregated South, the discrimination allegations that largely
reflect negative regional perceptions, the contentious merchandise the company has sold in the
past – loom large for some, they are now mitigated by a corporate side of the company that has
sought to convince the American public that it is, after all, “about pleasing people®.”153
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Figure 4.1: Lebanon native Jack Cato, with ornament of Uncle Herschel in foreground. Cato
knew Dan Evins and was on Cracker Barrel’s first board of directors. Lebanon, Tennessee,
February 2012
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Figure 4.2: Evalena Bennett, who served as Dan Evins’s personal secretary from 1969 until
2001, when he stepped down as CEO. Lebanon, Tennessee, February 2012
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